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PhotograPhy
EuroPEan history
November
128 pp., 92 duotone illus., 11 x 8.5 in.
$40.00 / £25.99 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99398-0

A Kyrgyz cemetery seen from a distance is astonishing. The ornate domes and mina-

rets, tightly clustered behind stone walls, seem at odds with this desolate moun-

tain region. Islam, the prominent religion in the region since the twelfth century, 

discourages tombstones or decorative markers. However, elaborate Kyrgyz tombs 

combine earlier nomadic customs with Muslim architectural forms. After the territory 

was formally incorporated into the Russian Empire in 1876, enamel portraits for the 

deceased were attached to the Muslim monuments. Yet everything within the walls 

is overgrown with weeds, for it is not Kyrgyz tradition for the living to frequent the 

graves of the dead.

Architecturally unique, Kyrgyzstan’s dramatically sited cemeteries reveal the complex 

nature of the Kyrgyz people’s religious and cultural identities. Often said to have left 

behind few permanent monuments or books, the Kyrgyz people in fact left behind a 

magnificent legacy when they buried their dead.

Traveling in Kyrgyzstan, photographer Margaret Morton became captivated by the 

otherworldly grandeur of these cemeteries. Cities of the Dead: The Ancestral Cemeter-

ies of Kyrgyzstan collects the photographs she took on several visits to the area and 

is an important contribution to the architectural and cultural record of this region.

MaRgaRet MoRton  is professor of art at The Cooper Union. She is the author of four 

previous photography books exploring alternative built environments: Fragile Dwell-

ing; The Tunnel: The Underground Homeless of New York City; Transitory Gardens, 

Uprooted Lives (with Diana Balmori); and Glass House.

“A spectacular book. Morton has a keen eye for the murky region where visibility of 

form and invisibility of meaning overlap, and this book contains some of her abso-

lutely best work.”—alan tRaChtenBeRg, Yale University

“There is a definite fascination in this collection of photographs . . .  a physical and 

cultural landscape full of desolation, mystery, and charisma. The presence of the dead 

. . .  renders its bleakness all the more sublime, [as] these ‘cities’ testify [that] their 

residents—the dead who are buried there as well as the people who built them—have 

made the surrounding nature their place of belonging.”—RoBeRt pogue haRRison, 

author of The Dominion of the Dead

PhotograPhs by 
Margaret Morton

Text by Nasser Rabbat,  
Elmira Köchümkulova,  

and Altyn Kapalova

Cities of the Dead
The Ancestral Cemeteries of Kyrgyzstan

Scan  
to watch
a YouTube
trailer!

Also of Interest

Shadows of a 
Fleeting World
$45.00 pb 
978-0-295-99085-9

The Birth of  
a Republic
$40.00s hb
978-0-295-98940-2
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Dispatches from a Northern Rainforest

 great
bear wild

ian mcallister

F o r e w o r d  b y  Robert F. Kennedy Jr.

PhotograPhy
Nature
November
192 pp., 120 color illus., 1 map, 10.5 x 11 in.
U.S. rights only
$50.00 HC
ISBN 978-1-77164-045-9

The Great Bear Rainforest is the fabled region that stretches up the rugged Pacific 

coast from the top of Vancouver Island to southern Alaska. A longtime resident of 

the area, award-winning photographer and conservationist Ian McAllister takes us 

on a deeply personal journey from the headwaters of the Great Bear Rainforest’s 

unexplored river valleys down to where the ocean meets the rainforest and finally to 

the hidden depths of the offshore world.

Along the way, we meet the spectacular wildlife that inhabits the Great Bear Rainfor-

est—in a not-so-unusual week, McAllister quietly observes twenty-seven bears fishing 

for salmon, three of which are the famed pure white grizzlies, Kermodes. McAllister 

introduces us to the First Nations people who have lived there for millennia and have 

become his close friends and allies, and to the scientists conducting groundbreaking 

research and racing against time to protect the rainforest from massive energy projects.

Rich with full-color photographs of the wolves, whales, and other creatures who 

make the rainforest their home, Great Bear Wild is a stunning celebration of this 

legendary area.

ian McallisteR  is a cofounder of the wildlife conservation organization Pacific Wild 

and an award-winning photographer and author of The Last Wild Wolves. Time maga-

zine named him one of the Leaders of the 21st Century.

Ian McallIster
Foreword by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

Great Bear Wild
Dispatches from a Northern Rainforest

Also of Interest

Beneath  
Cold Seas
$45.00 hb
978-0-295-99116-0

Voyages
$55.00s hb
978-0-295-99115-3
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Natural History 
WHales 
Cl imate CHaNge
Samuel and Althea Stroum Books
OctOber
216 pp., 12 illus, index, 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99416-1
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80469-9

Narwhals
Arctic Whales in a Melting World

todd McleIsh

Among all the large whales on earth, the most unusual and least studied is the nar-

whal, the northern-most whale on the planet and the one most threatened by global 

warming. Narwhals thrive in the fjords and inlets of northern Canada and Greenland. 

These elusive whales, whose long tusks were the stuff of medieval European myths 

and Inuit legends, are uniquely adapted to the Arctic ecosystem and are able to dive 

below thick sheets of ice to depths of up to 1,500 meters in search of their prey—halibut, 

cod, and squid. Narwhals reveals the beauty and thrill of the narwhal, its habitat, and 

the threat it faces from a rapidly changing world.

todd Mcle ish is the author of Golden Wings and Hairy Toes: Encounters with New 

England’s Most Imperiled Wildlife and Basking with Humpbacks: Tracking Threatened 

Marine Life in New England Waters. He lives in Pascoag, Rhode Island.

“As one of the first general-interest books for adults dedicated to the narwhal, it’s 

an important first start. Full of science, story, and some amazing images, Narwhals 

introduces us to the ‘sea unicorn’s’ world.”—el izaBeth BRadfield, Orion

“His expertise shines in this pithy, entertaining book, which concludes with a sober 

assessment of the future for this species, one of only three truly Arctic cetaceans, in 

a warming world.”—kieRan Mulvaney, BBC Wildlife

New iN paperback
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Pacif ic  Northwest art
PhotograPhy
Published with University of Washington 
Libraries
McLellan Endowed Series
September
184 pp., 95 duotones, 9 x 10 in.
$45.00 / £29.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99397-3

Known for both her landscapes and portraits, Mary Randlett began documenting 

Northwest figures in 1963 when Theodore Roethke asked her to photograph him in 

his Seattle home. Hers were the last pictures taken of the poet before his death, and 

the portraits garnered international attention. In addition to Roethke, Mary Randlett 

Portraits includes portraits of renowned artists Jacob Lawrence, Mark Tobey, Morris 

Graves, and George Tsutuakawa; writers Tom Robbins, Henry Miller, and Colleen 

McElroy; arts patrons Betty Bowen and Richard Fuller; and more.

Randlett’s portraits are known for their effortless intimacy, illuminating her subjects 

as few ever saw them—something noted by many of those whom she photographed. 

The portraits are accompanied by biographical sketches written by Frances McCue, 

which blend life stories and reflections on the works with Randlett’s own reminis-

cences. McCue also provides an essay on Randlett’s life and professional career.

Randlett’s photographs represent an artistic and literary history of the Pacific North-

west. No other book brings together these important historical figures from the rich 

past and present of this region. A curated collection of ninety photographs from the 

more than six hundred portraits she took of Northwest artists, writers, and cultural 

luminaries, Mary Randlett Portraits documents the region’s artistic legacy through 

one woman’s camera lens.

fRanCes McCue  is an award-winning poet, essayist, and arts administrator. The found-

ing director of the Richard Hugo House, McCue currently teaches writing and literature 

as a writer-in-residence at the University of Washington’s Undergraduate Honors 

Program. Her first book of poetry, The Stenographer’s Breakfast, won the Barnard New 

Women’s Poetry Prize, and her most recent book of poetry, The Bled, won the 2011 

Washington State Book Award for poetry. She is also the author, with photographs by 

Mary Randlett, of The Car That Brought You Here Still Runs: Revisiting the Northwest 

Towns of Richard Hugo. MaRy Randlett has been photographing the Northwest for 

more than fifty-five years. Her works are held in at least forty permanent collections, 

including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Smithsonian Institution.

Frances Mccue
Photographs by Mary Randlett

Mary Randlett  
Portraits

Scan  
to watch
a YouTube
trailer!

Also of Interest

The Car That 
Brought You 
Here Still Runs
$29.95 hb
978-0-295-98964-8

Soul of the City
$19.95 pb
978-0-295-98746-0
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PhotograPhy 
Northwest art
August
128 pp., 80 duotones, 9 x 10 in.
$24.95 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99406-2

Mary Randlett Landscapes
PhotograPhs by Mary randlett

With Barry Herem, Jo Ann Ridley, and Joyce Thompson
Introduction by Ted D’Arms, with an essay and poems by Denise Levertov

Mary Randlett’s photographic vision of the Northwest is big-hearted, intricate, and 

tender—and fully inhabited by the animals, tides, forests, mountains, and spirits that 

dwell there. These magnificent photographs are accompanied by text that sheds light 

on the artist and her work.

MaRy Randlett has been photographing the Northwest for more than fifty-five years. 

Her works are held in at least forty permanent collections, including the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art and the Smithsonian Institution.

“This quiet, reflective collection is filled with photos that work like poems. It invites 

repeat visits because of the subtlety of Randlett’s art—much of it focused on light, 

clouds, and mist—and also because it stands as a stern rebuke of what growth and 

development are doing to a bounteous natural world that once seemed immuta-

ble.”—John MaRshall, Seattle Post-Intelligencer

“Like all the great landscape photographers, Randlett avoids excess studio manipula-

tion and instead lets her subject do the talking. And oh, how Mother Nature talks—or 

rather sings—in front of her lens.”—Seattle Magazine

“Randlett’s interest isn’t in place as much as mood and composition. And of course, 

the main ingredient in these introspective studies is light, its endless variations, its 

absence.”—sheila faRR, Seattle Times

New iN paperback
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EnvironmEntal History 
amErican History
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
September
352 pp., 41 illus., 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$34.95 / £22.99 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99412-3
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80558-0

Since the 1950s, the housing developments in the West that historian Lincoln Bramwell 

calls “wilderburbs” have offered residents both the pleasures of living in nature and 

the creature comforts of the suburbs. Remote from cities but still within commuting 

distance, nestled next to lakes and rivers or in forests and deserts, and often featuring 

spectacular views of public lands, wilderburbs celebrate the natural beauty of the 

American West and pose a vital threat to it.

Wilderburbs tells the story of how roads and houses and water development have 

transformed the rural landscape in the West. Bramwell introduces readers to develop-

ers, homeowners, and government regulators, all of whom have faced unexpected 

environmental problems in designing and building wilderburb communities, includ-

ing unpredictable water supplies, threats from wildfires, and encounters with wildlife. 

By looking at wilderburbs in the West, especially those in Utah, Colorado, and New 

Mexico, Bramwell uncovers the profound environmental consequences of Americans’ 

desire to live in the wilderness.

l inColn BRaMwell  is chief historian of 

the USDA Forest Service.

“Delightfully accessible and extremely 

thought-provoking. . .  Bramwell makes 

clear the misery that can result from the 

disconnect between what people think 

land, property, and environmental 

resources and conditions should be and 

what they actually are.”—ellen stRoud, 

author of Nature Next Door

“Engaging . . .  a new perspective on the 

transformation of the rural West in the 

later twentieth century.”—John M. f ind-
lay, coauthor of Atomic Frontier Days

lIncoln braMwell
Foreword by William Cronon

Wilderburbs
Communities on Nature’s Edge

Also of Interest

Loving Nature, 
Fearing the 
State
$34.95 hb
978-0-295-99299-0

The Republic  
of Nature
$24.95 pb
978-0-295-99329-4
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EnvironmEntal History 
amErican History
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
August
280 pp., 37 illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £14.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99430-7
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80488-0

Tangled Roots
The Appalachian Trail and  

American Environmental Politics

sarah MIttleFehldt

Foreword by William Cronon

Tangled Roots tells of the creation of 

the Appalachian Trail. Originally a 

grassroots endeavor, the trail project 

retained unprecedented levels of com-

munity involvement as citizen volun-

teers entered into conversation with the 

National Parks Service. The Appalachian 

Trail is an unusual hybrid of public and 

private efforts and an inspiring success 

story of environmental protection.

“Mittlefehldt adds insights from the con-

temporary environmental movement to her 

interpretation of the history of the Appala-

chian Trail. . .  . Recommended.”—Choice

“Tangled Roots will . . . end up in the 

backpacks of the trail’s many fans. It is 

original and well-researched, ranging 

the length of the trail and lingering . . . 

to explore representative or illuminat-

ing developments.”—kathRyn newfont, 

author of Blue Ridge Commons

EnvironmEntal History
transportation History
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
August
464 pp., 44 illus., 7 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99429-1
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80447-7

Car Country
An Environmental History

chrIstoPher w. wells 

Foreword by William Cronon

For most people in the United States, 

going almost anywhere begins with 

reaching for the car keys. Through deft 

prose and a wide-ranging analysis, Car 

Country tells the story of how car depen-

dence became woven into the basic fabric 

of the American landscape. 

“Car Country is a valuable addition to our 

knowledge on urban development, the 

environmental impact of automobiles, 

and the evolution of the twentieth-cen-

tury American landscape.”—Enterprise 

& Society

“For students and inhabitants of car 

country, Wells offers a terrific excavation 

of the sprawlscape that still drives our 

days.”—Human Ecology

ChRistopheR w. wells  is associate profes-

sor of environmental history at Macales-

ter College in St. Paul, Minnesota.

EnvironmEntal History
WEstErn History
Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
August
488 pp., 37 illus., 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99433-8
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80461-3

Vacationland
Tourism and Environment  

in the Colorado High Country

wIllIaM PhIlPott

Foreword by William Cronon

Vacationland tells the story of the trans-

formation of the Colorado high country, 

where a coalition of tourist boosters 

fashioned alluring images of nature and 

local, state, and federal actors built the 

infrastructure for high-volume tourism. 

Together they created ski resorts, stocked 

trout streams, built motels and vacation 

villages, and made highway improve-

ments that culminated in an entirely new 

corridor through the Rocky Mountains, 

Interstate 70.

“Written in a lively style and peopled by 

characters like balladeer John Denver 

and gonzo jounalist Hunter S. Thomp-

son, Vacationland is a must-read for 

those interested in the environmen-

tal movement, modern tourism, and 

the power of the state in building the 

twentieth-century West.”—s u s a n  s . 
Rugh, author of Are We There Yet? The 

Golden Age of American Family Vacations

New iN paperback
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Native americaN art 

Native americaN StudieS
Published with Bill Holm Center for the Study of 
Northwest Coast Art, Burke Museum, Seattle
Native Art of the Pacific Northwest:  
A Bill Holm Center Series
December
144 pp., 120 illus., 107 in color,  
1 map, 7.5 x 9.5 in.
$30.00 / £19.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99427-7

The 50th anniversary edition of this classic work on the art of Northwest Coast Indians 

now offers color illustrations for a new generation of readers along with reflections 

from contemporary Northwest Coast artists about the impact of this book.

The masterworks of Northwest Coast Native artists are admired today as among the 

great achievements of the world’s artists. The painted and carved wooden screens, 

chests and boxes, rattles, crest hats, and other artworks display the complex and 

sophisticated northern Northwest Coast style of art that is the visual language used 

to illustrate inherited crests and tell family stories.

In the 1950s Bill Holm, a graduate student of Dr. Erna Gunther, former director of the 

Burke Museum, began a systematic study of northern Northwest Coast art. In 1965, 

after studying hundreds of bentwood boxes and chests, he published Northwest Coast 

Indian Art: An Analysis of Form. This book is a foundational reference on northern 

Northwest Coast Native art. Through his careful studies, Holm described this visual 

language using new terminology that has become part of the established vocabulary 

that allows us to talk about works like these and understand changes in style both 

through time and between individual artists’ styles. Holm examines how these pieces, 

although varied in origin, material, size, and purpose, are related to a surprising 

degree in the organization and form of their two-dimensional surface decoration.

The author presents an incisive analysis of the use of color, line, and texture; the 

organization of space; and such typical forms as ovoids, eyelids, U forms, and hands 

and feet. The evidence upon which he bases his conclusions constitutes a repository 

of valuable information for all succeeding researchers in the field

Bill  holM  is professor emeritus of art history at the University of Washington and 

curator emeritus of Northwest Coast Indian art at the Burke Museum of Natural His-

tory and Culture.

bIll holMNorthwest Coast Indian Art
An Analysis of Form, New and Updated 50th Anniversary Edition

Also of Interest

Return to the 
Land of the 
Head Hunters
$50.00s hb
978-0-295-99344-7

The Totem Pole
$50.00 hb
978-0-295-98962-4
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Native americaN StudieS

WeSterN HiStory
OctOber
176 pp., 11 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99396-6
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80539-9

Without a recognized reservation or homeland, what keeps an Indian tribe together? 

How can members of the tribe understand their heritage and pass it on to younger 

generations? For Christine Dupres, a member of the Cowlitz tribe of southwestern 

Washington State, these questions were personal as well as academic. 

In Being Cowlitz: How One Tribe Renewed and Sustained Its Identity, what began 

as the author’s search for her own history opened a window into the practices and 

narratives that sustained her tribe’s identity even as its people were scattered over 

several states. Dupres argues that the best way to understand a tribe is through its 

stories. From myths and spiritual traditions defining the people’s relationship to the 

land to the more recent history of cultural survival and engagement with the U.S. 

government, Dupres shows how stories are central to the ongoing process of forming 

a Cowlitz identity. Through interviews and profiles of political leaders, Dupres reveals 

the narrative and rhetorical strategies that protect and preserve the memory and cul-

ture of the tribe. In the process, she creates a blueprint for cultural preservation that 

current and future Cowlitz tribal leaders—as well as other indigenous activists—can 

use to keep tribal memories alive.

ChRistine dupRes  is on the faculty at the American Leadership Forum and owner of 

Radiant Life Counseling.

“Applies both intellectual rigor and a unique insider-outsider perspective to the 

thorny question of how the Cowlitz people can reclaim and reassert their tribal iden-

tity. Dupres uses personal insights to humanize an abstract problem.”—andRew h. 
f isheR, author of Shadow Tribe

“Being Cowlitz expands our understanding of ‘usual and accustomed places’ and 

highlights community persistence in opposition to federal aims.”—lauRie  aRnold, 

author of Bartering with the Bones of Their Dead

chrIstIne duPresBeing Cowlitz
How One Tribe Renewed and Sustained Its Identity

Also of Interest

Bartering with 
the Bones of 
Their Dead
$24.95 pb
978-0-295-99228-0

Shadow Tribe
$26.95 pb
978-0-295-99020-0
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Native americaN StudieS
Distributed for Tamástslikt Cultural Institute, 
Pendleton, Oregon, and Ecotrust, Portland, 
Oregon
December
272 pp., 270 illus., 240 in color, 80 color maps, 
8.5 x 12 in.
$29.95 / £19.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99026-2

Čáw Pawá Láakni / They Are Not Forgotten
Sahaptian Place Names Atlas of the  

Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla Walla

eugene s. hunn, e. thoMas MornIng owl,  
PhIllIP e. cash cash, and JennIFer Karson enguM

Čáw Pawá Láakni / They Are Not Forgotten is an ethnogeographic atlas of Native place 

names that presents a compelling account of interactions between a homeland and 

its people. A project of the Tamástslikt Cultural Institute at the Confederated Tribes 

of the Umatilla Indian Reservation—composed of the Cayuse, Umatilla, and Walla 

Walla Tribes in eastern Oregon—Čáw Pawá Láakni documents and describes more 

than four hundred place names. This meticulous assemblage echoes cultural and 

geographical information that has all but disappeared from common knowledge.

eugene s. hunn  is professor emeritus of anthropology at the University of Washington; 

e. thoMas MoRning owl  is Umatilla master speaker for the CTUIR Language Program; 

phill ip  e . Cash Cash  is a Ph.D. candidate in anthropology and linguistics at the Uni-

versity of Arizona; JennifeR kaRson enguM  is anthropologist / ethnographer for the 

CTUIR Cultural Resources Protection Program.

“Čáw Pawá Láakni is an innovative work of collaborative scholarship that makes 

a bold statement of sovereignty over the tribes’ culture, history, and territory. By 

recovering and preserving the traditional names and uses of significant aboriginal 

sites, the atlas declares that modern Indian nations intend to remain stewards of 

their natural and human heritage.”—andRew h. f isheR, author of Shadow Tribe

Native americaN StudieS 
refereNce
Published with the Confederated Tribes of the 
Umatilla Indian Reservation
OctOber
640 pp., 5 illus., 1 map, 7 x 10 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99428-4

Umatilla Dictionary
conFederated trIbes oF the uMatIlla  
IndIan reservatIon and noel rude

Umatilla Dictionary documents the language of the Umatilla people east of the Cascade 

Mountains in Oregon and Washington. Working for many years with the accumulated 

scholarship of linguists and anthropologists as well as with elders on the Umatilla 

Reservation, tribal linguist Noel Rude has painstakingly recorded and rationalized 

words, pronunciations, phrases, and other elements of the Umatilla language.

The dictionary includes a grammar and comparative information that places the 

Umatilla language in its linguistic and historical context and compiles all of its known 

words, phrases, and constructions. Umatilla Dictionary is an important work for 

people of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, the Yakama 

Nation, and the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs and adds to the growing lin-

guistic work being done by tribes and scholars on endangered languages.

noel Rude  is the author of many articles on linguistics in the International Journal 

of American Linguistics and has contributed chapters to several edited volumes, 

including External Possession and University of British Columbia Working Papers in 

Linguistics.
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Poetry
Pacific Northwest Poetry Series
OctOber
80 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99431-4

Pacific Walkers
Poems

nance van wIncKel

Presented in two parts, Pacific Walkers first gives imagined voice to anonymous dead 

individuals, entries in the John Doe network of the Spokane County Medical Exam-

iner’s Records. The focus then shifts to named but now-forgotten individuals in a dis-

carded early-1900s photo album purchased in a secondhand store. Their worlds—and 

ours—intersect and flicker in this haunting book.

nanCe van winCkel is the author of five books of poetry, including No Starling and 

After a Spell, winner of the Washington State Governor’s Award for Poetry, and three 

collections of short stories. Her numerous awards include two National Endowment 

for the Arts Poetry Fellowships, a Pushcart Prize, and Poetry Magazine’s Friends of 

Literature Award. She lives near Spokane, Washington, with her husband, the artist 

Rik Nelson.

“These moving poems span a multifaceted range of narrators.”—Publishers Weekly

“Nance Van Winckel’s new collection is alive with the natural world, full of kinetic 

storytelling and a willingness to observe even the smallest part of our lives which, of 

course, often impact us the most. This is also a book of poems that celebrate the ten 

thousand things of our culture, from the Bronze Age to Value Village. Van Winckel 

knows that part of the poet’s job is to witness back to us our own experience and 

she does this with a voice I am happy to know is singing in the sometimes dark and 

rainy days of our planet.”—Matthew diCkMan

F ict ion
August
272 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99424-6
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80471-2

Temple Grove
A Novel

scott ellIott

Temple Grove is a gripping tale of suspense and a multilayered novel of place that 

captures in taut, luminous prose the traditions that tie people to a powerful landscape 

and the conflicts that run deep among them.

sCott ell iott is associate professor of creative writing and English at Whitman Col-

lege and author of the novel Coiled in the Heart. He lives in Walla Walla, Washington.

“Temple Grove’s geographical backdrop is not incidental but serves as a character 

itself. Knowledge of the Olympic Peninsula exudes from the pages as though they 

were printed from an old growth and the trees were speaking for themselves.”—devan 
sChwaRtz, The Oregonian

“Elliott layers suspense with Greek myth, native legend, and personal back sto-

ries to create an existentialist puzzle. He offers nuanced observations of character, 

family, and society, lightly seasoned with a Pacific Northwest brand of magical real-

ism.”—BaRBaRa lloyd McMiChael, Seattle Times

“A subtle, brooding novel of environmentalism and human complexities set in the 

Pacific Northwest.”—Shelf Awareness

New iN paperback
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Western History
sports
August
320 pp., 30 illus, 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99425-3
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80473-6

Becoming Big League
Seattle, the Pilots, and Stadium Politics

Becoming Big League is the story of Seattle’s relationship with major league baseball, 

from the 1962 World’s Fair to the completion of the Kingdome in 1976 and beyond. Bill 

Mullins focuses on the acquisition and loss, after only one year, of the Seattle Pilots. 

At once a look at the business of baseball and an explanation of how a major league 

baseball franchise becomes part of the life of a city, Becoming Big League is essential 

reading for sports fans and people interested in modern urban life and politics.

Bill  Mullins is professor emeritus of history at Oklahoma Baptist University. He lives 

in Federal Way, Washington.

“The story of how major league sports finally came to Seattle—and then left after 

only one year. Stadium politics remain at the heart of Seattle’s ongoing struggle with 

sports, even nearly fifty years later, as the city vies for an NBA team.”—Publishers 

Weekly

“Bill Mullins has taken a novel and very fresh approach to an important and fascinat-

ing chapter in Seattle sports history.”—david s. eskenazi

Pacif ic  Northwest history
November
304 pp., 115 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$45.00 / £29.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99394-2
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80538-2

Stirring Up Seattle
Allied Arts in the Civic Landscape

r. M. caMPbell

Photographs by Roger Schreiber

In the 1950s, the city of Seattle began a transformation from an insular, provincial 

outpost to a vibrant and cosmopolitan cultural center. As veteran Seattle journalist 

R. M. Campbell illustrates in Stirring Up Seattle: Allied Arts in the Civic Landscape, this 

transformation was catalyzed in part by the efforts of a group of civic arts boosters 

originally known as “The Beer and Culture Society.” This “merry band” of lawyers, 

architects, writers, designers, and university professors, eventually known as Allied 

Arts of Seattle, lobbied for public funding for the arts, helped avert the demolition 

of Pike Place Market, and were involved in a wide range of crusades and campaigns 

in support of historic preservation, cultural institutions, and urban livability. In Stir-

ring Up Seattle, Campbell offers a behind-the-scenes account of the campaigns that 

galvanized the community to take action for arts and culture. Profiling arts leaders, 

both well known and unsung, Campbell tells the lively story of how many of the most 

beloved elements of Seattle culture came to be.

A reporter for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer for over thirty years, R. M. CaMpBell  had a 

front-row seat to the growth and maturation of Seattle’s cultural landscape. 

New iN paperback
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ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
L ITERARY CRIT IC ISM
Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American 
Studies
December
368 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$75.00x / £49.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99402-4
$30.00S / £19.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99403-1
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80542-9

XIaoJIng ZhouCities of Others
Reimagining Urban Spaces in Asian American Literature

Asian American literature abounds with complex depictions of American cities as 

spaces that reinforce racial segregation and prevent interactions across boundaries of 

race, culture, class, and gender. However, in Cities of Others, Xiaojing Zhou uncovers 

a much different narrative, providing the most comprehensive examination to date 

of how Asian American writers—both celebrated and overlooked—depict urban set-

tings. Zhou goes beyond examining popular portrayals of Chinatowns by paying equal 

attention to life in other parts of the city. Her innovative and wide-ranging approach 

sheds new light on the works of Chinese, Filipino, Indian, Japanese, Korean, and 

Vietnamese American writers who bear witness to a variety of urban experiences and 

reimagine the American city as other than a segregated nation-space.

Drawing on critical theories on space from urban geography, ecocriticism, and postco-

lonial studies, Zhou shows how spatial organization shapes identity in the works of Sui 

Sin Far, Bienvenido Santos, Meena Alexander, Frank Chin, Chang-rae Lee, Karen Tei 

Yamashita, and others. She also shows how the everyday practices of Asian American 

communities challenge racial segregation, reshape urban spaces, and redefine the 

identity of the American city. From a reimagining of the nineteenth-century flâneur 

figure in an Asian American context to providing a framework that allows readers to 

see ethnic enclaves and American cities as mutually constitutive and transformative, 

Zhou gives us a provocative new way to understand some of the most important works 

of Asian American literature.

xiaoJing zhou  is professor of English at the University of the Pacific.

“No other book has provided as sustained and wide-ranging a discussion on figures 

of urban space in Asian American literature.”—Juliana Chang, author of Inhuman 

Citizenship: Traumatic Enjoyment and Asian American Literature

“Opens up a new area for discussion in Asian American writing and moves criticism 

on Asian American literature into a dialogue with the issues germane to contemporary 

American fiction in general.”—RoCio g. davis, author of Relative Histories: Mediating 

History in Asian American Family Memoirs

Also of Interest

Troubling 
Borders
$50.00 hb
978-0-295-99319-5

War Baby /  
Love Child
$45.00 pb
978-0-295-99225-9
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AsiAn AmericAn studies
F ict ion
PAciF ic  northwest history
Classics of Asian American Literature
August
282 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99404-8

“No-No Boy has the honor of being the very first Japanese American novel,” writes 

novelist Ruth Ozeki in her new foreword to John Okada’s classic of Asian American 

literature. First published in 1956, No-No Boy was virtually ignored by a public eager 

to put World War II and the Japanese internment behind them. It was not until the 

mid-1970s that a new generation of Japanese American writers and scholars recog-

nized the novel’s importance and popularized it as one of literature’s most powerful 

testaments to the Asian American experience.

No-No Boy tells the story of Ichiro Yamada, a fictional version of the real-life “no-no 

boys.” Yamada answers “no” twice in a compulsory government questionnaire as to 

whether he would serve in the armed forces and swear loyalty to the United States. 

Unwilling to pledge himself to the country that interned him and his family, Ichiro 

earns two years in prison and the hostility of his family and community when he 

returns home to Seattle. As Ozeki writes, Ichiro’s “obsessive, tormented” voice subverts 

Japanese postwar “model-minority” stereotypes, showing a fractured community 

and one man’s “threnody of guilt, rage, and blame as he tries to negotiate his reentry 

into a shattered world.”

The first edition of No-No Boy since 1979 presents this important work to new genera-

tions of readers.

John okada  was born in Seattle in 1923. He served in the U.S. Army in World War II, 

attended the University of Washington and Columbia University, and died of a heart 

attack at the age of 47. No-No Boy is his only published novel.

“Asian American 

readers will appreci-

ate the sensitivity and 

integrity with which the 

late John Okada wrote 

about his own group. He 

heralded the beginning 

of an authentic Japanese 

American literature.” 

—goRdon hiRaBayashi, 
Pacific Affairs

“Nisei will recognize 

the authenticity of the 

idioms Okada’s char-

acters use, as well as 

his descriptions of the 

familiar Issei and Nisei 

mannerisms that make 

them come alive.” 

—Bill  hosokawa,  

Pacific Citizen

John oKada
With a new foreword by Ruth Ozeki

Introduction by Lawson Fusao Inada 
Afterword by Frank Chin

No-No Boy

Also of Interest

Citizen 13660 
$30.00 hb, 8 x 8 In.
978-0-295-99392-8

Citizen 13660
$19.95 pb, 6 x 9 In.
978-0-295-99354-6
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AsiAn AmericAn studies 
History
LiterAture
Naomi B. Pascal Editor’s Endowment
OctOber
280 pp., 91 illus., 8 x 10 in.
$30.00 / £19.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99407-9

In the early twentieth century, most Chinese immigrants coming to the United States 

were detained at the Angel Island Immigration Station in San Francisco Bay. There, 

they were subject to physical exams, interrogations, and often long detentions aimed 

at upholding the exclusion laws that kept Chinese out of the country. Many detainees 

recorded their anger and frustrations, hopes and despair in poetry written and carved 

on the barrack walls.

 Island tells these immigrants’ stories while underscoring their relevance to contem-

porary immigration issues. First published in 1980, this book is now offered in an 

updated, expanded edition including a new historical introduction, 150 annotated 

poems in Chinese and English translation, extensive profiles of immigrants gleaned 

through oral histories, and dozens of new photographs from public archives and 

family albums.

An important historical document as well as a significant work of literature, Island is 

a testament to the hardships Chinese immigrants endured on Angel Island, their 

perseverance, and their determination to make a new life in America.

The late hiM MaRk lai  was internationally renowned as the dean of Chinese American 

history and the author of The Chinese of America, 1785–1980 and Becoming Chinese 

American: A History of Communities and Institutions. genny l iM  is a native San Fran-

cisco poet, playwright, performer, and educator. She is the author of three poetry 

collections and the award-winning play Paper Angels, about Chinese immigrants 

detained on Angel Island. Judy yung  is professor emerita of American studies at the 

University of California, Santa Cruz, and the author of Unbound Feet: A Social History 

of Chinese Women in San Francisco and Angel Island: Immigrant Gateway to America.

“During the time they spent on the island, as little as a few days, as long as three 

years, [immigrants] carved and ink brushed their concerns onto the walls of their 

barracks. One hundred thirty-five calligraphic poems survived, first discovered by 

a Federal park ranger after Angel Island was abandoned in 1940. Together with the 

interviews, the poems—angry, heroic, wrenchingly forlorn, despairing, provocative, 

resistant—convey, as no secondhand or thirdhand account could ever do, what it was 

like to be Chinese and to be on Angel Island.”—New York Times

edIted by hIM MarK laI, 
genny lIM, and Judy yung

Island
Poetry and History of Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 1910–1940

SECONd EdItION

Scan  
to watch
a YouTube
trailer!

Also of Interest

The Adventures 
of Eddie Fung
$24.95 pb
978-0-295-98754-5

Nisei Soldiers 
Break Their 
Silence
$24.95 pb
978-0-295-99209-9
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New iN paperback

AsiAn AmericAn studies  
OrAl HistOry
Published with South Asian Oral History Project 
and University of Washington Libraries
August
276 pp., 26 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$20.00s / £12.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99426-0
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80455-2

Roots and Reflections
South Asians in the Pacific Northwest

aMy bhatt and nalInI Iyer 
Foreword by Deepa Banerjee

Using personal stories along with histori-

cal, media, and popular accounts, Roots 

and Reflections shows how South Asian 

immigrant experiences were shaped by 

the region and how they differed over 

time and across generations. 

“The authors address different social 

mores for women and men, as well as 

organizations created to support progres-

sive world agendas and help individuals. 

Highly recommended.”—Choice

“The interviews were so rich in life 

experience and so telling in diasporic 

drama.” —BaRBaRa lloyd McMiChael , 

Bellingham Herald

aMy Bhatt is assistant professor of gender 

and women’s studies at the University of 

Maryland, Baltimore County. nalini iyeR is 

professor of English at Seattle University.

AsiAn AmericAn studies
L iterAry studies
Samuel and Althea Stroum Books
December
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99290-7
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80345-6

AsiAn AmericAn studies
World WAr i i
Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian American 
Studies / A Capell Family Book
August
232 pp., 43 illus., map, 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99432-1
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80464-4

A Principled Stand
The Story of Hirabayashi v. United States

gordon hIrabayashI 
With James A. Hirabayashi 
and Lane Ryo Hirabayashi

In 1942, Gordon Hirabayashi defied 

the curfew and mass removal of Japa-

nese Americans and was convicted and 

imprisoned as a result. Here’s the story 

of the Supreme Court case that in 1943 

upheld and on appeal in 1987 vacated 

his conviction.

“It has not been, until A Principled 

Stand, that readers have had access to 

Hirabayashi’s reflections at the time of 

his resistance.”—The Chronicle of Higher 

Education

goRdon k. h iRaBayashi  (1918–2012) was 

awarded the Presidential Medal of Free-

dom in 2012. He was professor emeritus 

of sociology at the University of Alberta. 

JaMes a . h iRaBayashi  (1926–2012) was 

professor emeritus of Asian American 

studies at San Francisco State Univer-

sity. lane Ryo h iRaBayashi  is professor 

of Asian American studies at UCLA.

And the View 
from the Shore
Literary Traditions of Hawai‘i

stePhen h. suMIda

This study of a little-explored branch of 

American literature both chronicles and 

reinterprets the variety of patterns found 

within Hawai‘i’s pastoral and heroic lit-

erary traditions. Unprecedented in its 

scope and theme, it covers two centuries 

of Hawai‘i’s culture since the arrival of 

Captain James Cook in 1778.

“A generous-hearted, brave, and cate-

gory-defining study.”—Hawaii Herald

“[Sumida’s book] is groundbreak-

ing. . .  . [It] should interest anyone 

concerned about the survival of native 

and local traditions in the face of 

overwhelming odds.”—International 

Examiner

stephen h. suMida  is professor of Amer-

ican ethnic studies at the University of 

Washington.
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AsiAn studies
Art History
China Program Books
December
384 pp., 205 color illus., 7 x 10 in.
$70.00s / £46.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99395-9

This comprehensive overview of painting in China’s last dynasty, the Qing (1644–1911), 

fills a need in the field of East Asian art history and will be welcomed by students and 

collectors. Claudia Brown provides a thorough chronological account of painting in 

the Qing period, from the tumultuous Ming–Qing transition to the end of imperial 

rule, while examining major influences along the way. Among topics explored are the 

relationship between painting and mapmaking, the role of patrons and collectors, 

printmaking and publishing, religious themes, and Western influences. Great Qing is 

innovative in providing many fine examples of Qing painting in American museums, 

works from all regions of China, and paintings by women.

This book will appeal to historians of Chinese art, culture, and society; museum 

curators; and art collectors.

Claudia BRown  is professor of art history at Arizona State University and research 

curator for Asian art at Phoenix Art Museum. She is the primary author and editor 

of Weaving China’s Past: The Amy S. Clague Collection of Chinese Textiles and Minol 

Araki, and coeditor of Buddhist Manuscript Cultures: Knowledge, Rituals, and Art.

“Great Qing is a rare achievement, a remarkable accomplishment that could have 

been possible only after many years of research, reading, looking, and thinking about 

the monuments, meanings, and functions of the art of an important era in human 

history. After a lifetime of study, the author brings the entire range of Qing painting 

alive in all of its diverse forms for the first time. Amazing!”—RiChaRd M. BaRnhaRt, 

Yale University

“The scope is immense—comprising nearly three centuries of painting history during 

a period of rapid and unprecedented social, economic, and political change. Brown 

casts a wide net in her attempt to capture both longstanding subfields of study 

and newer territories. She ranges geographically across the Qing empire, beyond 

frequently trod ground in Beijing and the Jiangnan region. She considers social 

categories, conscientiously including imperial family, government officials, religious 

persons, women, and foreigners in her broad narrative. And she gestures toward a 

variety of issues, such a patronage, politics, identity, commemoration, commercial-

ization, travel, tradition, and modernity.”—de-nin lee, author of The Night Banquet: 

A Chinese Scroll through Time

claudIa brownGreat Qing
Painting in China, 1644–1911

Also of Interest

Accumulating 
Culture
$70.00s hb
978-0-295-98778-1

Art by the Book
$50.00s hb
978-0-295-99176-4
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AsiAn studies
history
Samuel and Althea Stroum Books
December
632 pp., 110 illus., 10 color, 27 maps, 7 x 10 in.
$70.00s / £46.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99405-5

During the last two centuries BCE, the Western Han capital of Chang’an, near today’s 

Xi’an in northwest China, outshone Augustan Rome in several ways while adminis-

tering comparable numbers of imperial subjects and equally vast territories. At its 

grandest, during the last fifty years or so before the collapse of the dynasty in 9 CE, 

Chang’an boasted imperial libraries with thousands of documents on bamboo and 

silk in a city nearly three times the size of Rome and nearly four times larger than 

Alexandria. Many reforms instituted in this capital in late Western Han substantially 

shaped not only the institutions of the Eastern Han (25–220 CE) but also the rest of 

imperial China until 1911.

Although thousands of studies document imperial Rome’s glory, until now no book-

length work in a Western language has been devoted to Han Chang’an, the reign of 

Emperor Chengdi (whose accomplishments rival those of Augustus and Hadrian), or 

the city’s impressive library project (26–6 BCE), which ultimately produced the first 

state-sponsored versions of many of the classics and masterworks that we hold in 

our hands today. Chang’an 26 bce addresses this deficiency, using as a focal point 

the reign of Emperor Chengdi (r. 33–7 BCE), specifically the year in which the impe-

rial library project began. This in-depth survey by some of the world’s best scholars, 

Chinese and Western, explores the built environment, sociopolitical transformations, 

and leading figures of Chang’an, making a strong case for the revision of historical 

assumptions about the two Han dynasties. A multidisciplinary volume representing a 

wealth of scholarly perspectives, the book draws on the established historical record 

and recent archaeological discoveries of thousands of tombs, building foundations, 

and remnants of walls and gates from Chang’an and its surrounding area.

MiChael nylan  is professor of history at the University of California, Berkeley. gRiet 
vankeeRBeRghen  is associate professor of history at McGill University. Other contribu-

tors are Miranda Brown, Mark Csikszentmihalyi, Luke Habberstad, Huang Yijun, David 

Knechtges, Juri Kroll, Arlen Lian, Liu Tseng-Kuei, Michael Loewe, Carlos Noreña, Tang 

Xiaofeng, Tian Tian, Hans van Ess, Yang Shao-yun, and Zhang Jihai.

“A model of the way future research in the field should be done. All scholars who study 

early China, particularly those with an interest in the Han dynasty, will welcome this 

book as a major contribution to the field.”—stephen w. duRRant, University of Oregon

“Tremendously valuable . . .  redefines how to look at an ancient Chinese city. Every 

historian of early China will find a treasure-trove of new and valuable information 

on the social, administrative, cultural, and ideological fabric of one of the most 

important cities of antiquity.”—MaRtin keRn, Princeton University

edIted by MIchael nylan 
and grIet vanKeerberghen

Chang’an 26 BCE
An Augustan Age in China

Also of Interest

Exemplary 
Figures
$75.00s hb
978-0-295-99289-1

Chang’an 
Avenue and the 
Modernization 
of Chinese 
Architecture
$60.00s hb
978-0-295-99213-6
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AsiAn studies
Art History
Art History Publication Initiative
January
384 pp., 119 illus., 96 color, 7 x 10 in.
$70.00s / £46.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99410-9
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80552-8

In the Forbidden City and other palaces around Beijing, Emperor Qianlong (r. 1736–

1795) surrounded himself with monumental paintings of architecture, gardens, peo-

ple, and faraway places. The best artists of the imperial painting academy, including 

a number of European missionary painters, used Western perspectival illusionism 

to transform walls and ceilings with visually striking images that were also deeply 

meaningful to Qianlong. These unprecedented works not only offer new insights 

into late imperial China’s most influential emperor, but also reflect one way in which 

Chinese art integrated and domesticated foreign ideas.

In Imperial Illusions, Kristina Kleutghen examines all known surviving examples 

of the Qing court phenomenon of “scenic illusion paintings” (tongjinghua), which 

today remain inaccessible inside the Forbidden City. Produced at the height of early 

modern cultural exchange between China and Europe, these works have received little 

scholarly attention. Richly illustrated, Imperial Illusions offers the first comprehensive 

investigation of the aesthetic, cultural, perceptual, and political importance of these 

illusionistic paintings essential to Qianlong’s world.

kRistina kleutghen  is assistant professor of art history and archaeology at Wash-

ington University in St. Louis.

“An important and highly original contribution to the 

field of Chinese art history.”—RoBeRt e. haRRist JR., 
Columbia University

“Ambitious, intelligently conceived and realized, 

and exceptionally well written. Rather than being 

isolated curiosities, in this exposition the illusions 

are seen as part of a long-term and spatially exten-

sive interest that engaged the talents and energies of 

many for more than a century. Kleutghen combines 

recent scholarship, archival research, and close anal-

ysis of surviving monuments to offer an expansive 

account.”—RiChaRd vinogRad, Stanford University

KrIstIna KleutghenImperial Illusions
Crossing Pictorial Boundaries in the Qing Palaces

Also of Interest

Empresses,  
Art, and Agency 
in Song Dynasty 
China
$65.00s hb
978-0-295-98963-1

The Night 
Banquet
$40.00s hb
978-0-295-99072-9
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Art history
AsiAn Art
Published with Spencer Museum of Art, 
University of Kansas
Franklin D. Murphy Lecture Series
January
232 pp., 135 llus., 130 color, 7 x 10 in.
$70.00s / £46.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99393-5

Korean painters participated in two major cultural trends of the late Chosŏn period in 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: inquiry into things Korean and investigation 

of things Western. Departing from Chinese sources long considered authoritative, they 

developed the distinctly Korean mode known as “true-view” landscape painting for 

depicting the scenery of their own country. Rooted in the documentary painting of the 

early Chosŏn period and displaying special techniques developed to describe distinc-

tive features of Korea’s topography, true-view paintings portray the most exemplary 

and ideal landscapes of Korea, such as those of Mount Kǔmgang (Diamond Mountain). 

The same painters also drew on Western painting methods, which they learned from 

descriptions of Western paintings seen and recorded by Korean emissaries to Beijing as 

well as from actual paintings these emissaries brought back. This knowledge inspired 

them to produce not only landscapes but also portraits, images of animals, and other 

paintings based on firsthand observations of nature. Both trends, looking inward to 

Korea and outward to the West, represented Korean aspiration for something new—

for “modernity.” Deftly weaving these two strands together as the unifying theme 

of Searching for Modernity, Yi Sŏng-mi expands her pioneering work on true-view 

landscape painting to reveal even more of the depth and complexity of this mature 

and fully Korean form of artistic expression.

yi  sŏ ng-Mi  is 

professor emerita 

of art history at the 

Academy of Korean 

Studies in Sŏngnam, 

near Seoul. She is 

the author of Korean 

Landscape Painting: 

Continuity and 

Innovation through 

the Ages.

yI sŏng-MISearching for Modernity
Western Influence and True-View Landscape  

in Korean Painting of the Late Chosŏn Period

Also of Interest

Hakuho 
Sculpture
$50.00s hb
978-0-295-99130-6

Secrets of  
the Sacred
$50.00s hb
978-0-295-99089-7
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The Scholar and the State
Fiction as Political Discourse in Late Imperial China

lIangyan ge

In imperial China, intellectuals devoted years of their lives to passing rigorous exami-

nations in order to obtain a civil service position in the state bureaucracy. This tradi-

tional employment of the literati class conferred social power and moral legitimacy, 

but changing social and political circumstances in the Ming (1368–1644) and Qing 

(1644–1911) periods forced many to seek alternative careers. Politically engaged but 

excluded from their traditional bureaucratic roles, creative writers authored critiques 

of state power in the form of fiction written in the vernacular language.

In this study, Liangyan Ge examines the novels Romance of the Three Kingdoms, The 

Scholars, Dream of the Red Chamber (also known as Story of the Stone), and a number 

of erotic pieces, showing that as the literati class grappled with its own increasing 

marginalization, its fiction reassessed the assumption that intellectuals’ proper role 

was to serve state interests and began to imagine possibilities for a new political order.

liangyan ge  is associate professor of Chinese language and literature at the University 

of Notre Dame.

“A significant contribution to our understanding of late imperial Chinese culture. 

This is the first book to put the individual novels [discussed here] into a very specific 

political context.”—MaRgaRet wan, University of Utah

Literati Storytelling in Late Medieval China
ManlIng luo

Scholar-officials of late medieval China were not only enthusiastic in amateur sto-

rytelling, but also showed unprecedented interest in recording stories on different 

aspects of literati life. These stories were recounted in diverse forms, including narra-

tive poems, “tales of the marvelous,” “records of the strange,” historical miscellanies, 

and transformation texts. Through storytelling, literati explored their own changing 

place in a society that was making its final transition from hereditary aristocracy to a 

meritocracy ostensibly open to all. Literati Storytelling in Late Medieval China shows 

how these writings offer crucial insights into the reconfiguration of the Chinese elite, 

which monopolized literacy, social prestige, and political participation in imperial 

China.

Manling luo  is assistant professor of East Asian languages and literatures at Indiana 

University.

“A book of startling originality, which studies an area of late medieval Chinese culture 

that has been scanted for too long . . .  one of the most enjoyable and enlightening 

books I have read in years. It will reshape much of the received picture of late medieval 

literature and history.”—paul w. kRoll, University of Colorado

“A masterful study of a rich corpus of narrative material . . .  a major contribution to 

our understanding of later Tang literary and social history.”—Ronald egan, Stanford 

University

AsiAn studies
L iterAry studies
January
256 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99417-8
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80561-0

AsiAn studies
L iterAry studies
Modern Language Initiative
January
240 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99414-7
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80560-3
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Heaven in Conflict
Franciscans and the Boxer Uprising in Shanxi

anthony e. clarK

One of the most violent episodes of China’s Boxer Uprising was the Taiyuan Mas-

sacre of 1900, in which rebels killed foreign missionaries and thousands of Chinese 

Christians. This first sustained scholarly account of the uprising to focus on Shanxi 

Province illuminates the religious and cultural beliefs on both sides of the conflict 

and shows how they came to clash.

Although Franciscans were the first Catholics to settle in China, their stories have 

rarely been explored in accounts of Chinese Christianity. Anthony Clark remedies 

that exclusion and highlights the roles of Franciscan nuns and their counterparts 

among the Boxers—the Red Lantern girls—to argue that women’s involvement was 

integral on both sides of the conflict. Drawing on rich archival records and intertwining 

religious history with political, cultural, and environmental factors, Clark provides a 

fresh perspective on a pivotal encounter between China and the West.

anthony e . ClaRk  is associate professor of history at Whitworth University and the 

author of China’s Saints: Catholic Martyrdom during the Qing (1644–1911).

“Well researched and well argued. Original in its extensive use of church archives 

in Rome and elsewhere and in its parallel examination of the Franciscans and the 

Boxers.”—RoBeRt entenMann, St. Olaf College

Educating the Chinese Individual
Life in a Rural Boarding School

Mette halsKov hansen

In twenty-first-century China, socialist educational traditions have given way to prac-

tices that increasingly emphasize the individual. This volume investigates that trend, 

drawing on fieldwork in a rural high school in Zhejiang where students, teachers, 

and officials of different generations, genders, and social backgrounds form what is 

essentially a miniature version of Chinese society. Hansen paints a complex picture 

of the emerging “neo-socialist” educational system and shows how individualization 

of students both challenges and reinforces state control of society.

Mette halskov hansen  is  professor of China studies at the University of Oslo. She is 

the author of Lessons in Being Chinese: Minority Education and Ethnic Identity in South-

west China and coeditor of iChina: The Rise of the Individual in Modern Chinese Society.

“An outstanding and original contribution to the anthropology of education and 

a penetrating and vivid analytical picture of how contemporary Chinese society is 

changing and why.”—peteR Cave, University of Manchester

“Groundbreaking. . .  . Engages in inspiring dialogue with various social theories on 

the individual-society relationship as well as the cultural construction of the self. . . . 
A landmark in China studies and the anthropology of the individual.”—yunxiang 
yan, University of California, Los Angeles

AsiAn studies
History
Donald R. Ellegood International Publications
December
236 pp., 18 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99400-0
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80540-5

Anthropology
AsiAn studies
educAtion
January
240 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99408-6
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80543-6
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AsiAn studies
L iterAture
January
228 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99422-2
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80569-6

Stories Old  
and New
$44.95s pb
978-0-295-97844-4

Stories  
to Caution  
the World
$54.95s pb
978-0-295-98568-8

Presented here are nine tales from the celebrated Ming dynasty Sanyan collection 

of vernacular stories compiled and edited by Feng Menglong (1574–1646), the most 

knowledgeable connoisseur of popular literature of his time in China. The stories he 

collected were pivotal to the development of Chinese vernacular fiction, and their 

importance in the Chinese literary canon and world literature has been compared 

to that of Boccaccio’s Decameron and the stories of One Thousand and One Nights.

Peopled with scholars, emperors, ministers, generals, and a gallery of ordinary men 

and women in their everyday surroundings—merchants and artisans, prostitutes and 

courtesans, matchmakers and fortune-tellers, monks and nuns, servants and maids, 

thieves and imposters—the stories provide a vivid panorama of the bustling world of 

imperial China before the end of the Ming dynasty.

The three volumes constituting the Sanyan set—Stories Old and New, Stories to Caution 

the World, and Stories to Awaken the World, each containing forty tales—have been 

translated in their entirety by Shuhui Yang and Yunqin Yang. The stories in this vol-

ume were selected for their popularity with American readers and their usefulness as 

texts in classes on Chinese and comparative literature. These unabridged translations 

include all the poetry that is scattered throughout the original stories, as well as Feng 

Menglong’s interlinear and marginal comments, which point out what seventeenth-

century readers of the stories were being asked to appreciate.

shuhui  yang is professor of Chinese at Bates College, Lewiston, Maine. yunQin yang 
is a simultaneous interpreter in the United Nations Secretariat.

pRaise foR voluMes in a Ming dynasty ColleCtion

“An important addition to any collection supporting Asian literature in translation 

or Chinese history. . .  . The three-volume set is invaluable. Highly recommended.” 

—Choice

“As a truly complete collection of vernacular stories, [this] clearly sets a new standard 

for the English-speaking world.”—Review of Bibliography in Sinology

“Only by reading [the stories] in context . . .  can we come to see in them the complex-

ity of different discourses conditioning and competing with each other. And only 

with that realization can we fully appreciate the value of the first-ever complete 

English translation of the Sanyan and the significance of the translators’ contribu-

tions.”—Chinese Literature

Feng Menglong
Translated by Shuhui Yang  

and Yunqin Yang

Sanyan Stories
Favorites from a Ming Dynasty Collection

Also of Interest
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Anthropology
AsiAn studies
November
262 pp., 22 illus., 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99419-2
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80563-4

Anthropology
AsiAn studies
September
384 pp., 21 illus.,  2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99421-5
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80565-8

Ploughshare Village
Culture and Context in Taiwan

stevan harrell

With a new preface by the author

This anthropological study of a workers’ village in North Taiwan, based on fieldwork 

conducted in 1973 and 1978, makes an important contribution to the comparative 

literature on Chinese and Taiwanese social organization.

stevan haRRell  is professor of anthropology and environmental and forest sciences 

at the University of Washington. He is the author of Ways of Being Ethnic in Southwest 

China; coauthor of Fieldwork Connections: The Fabric of Ethnographic Collaboration 

in China and America; editor of Cultural Encounters of China’s Ethnic Frontiers; and 

coeditor of Cultural Change in Postwar Taiwan.

“Ploughshare Village balances between Taiwan’s hills and plains as its people do 

between laborers and petty entrepreneurs. Stevan Harrell neatly builds these and the 

many other dialectical relationships he perceives in Ploughshare into an exceptional 

anthropological study.”—Journal of Asian Studies

“Strongly recommend[ed] . . .  not just to readers interested in China and Taiwan . . . 
but to those having broad interests in economic development, Marxian analyses, 

and dependency theories.”—American Anthropologist

“A welcome addition to the growing literature on contemporary China. . .  . 

Demonstrate[s] how Chinese social structure . . .  is utilized in varying socioeconomic 

contexts.”—American Ethnologist

Calling in the Soul
Gender and the Cycle of Life in a Hmong Village

PatrIcIa v. syMonds

With a new afterword by the author

“Calling in the Soul” (Hu Plig) is the chant the Hmong use to guide the soul of a 

newborn baby into its body on the third day after birth. Based on extensive origi-

nal research conducted in the late 1980s in a village in northern Thailand, this eth-

nographic study examines Hmong cosmological beliefs about the cycle of life as 

expressed in practices surrounding birth, marriage, and death and considers the 

gender relationships evident in these practices. The Hmong (or Miao, as they are called 

in China, and Meo, in Thailand) have lived on the fringes of powerful Southeast Asian 

states for centuries. Their social framework is distinctly patrilineal, granting little 

direct power to women. Yet within the limits of that structure, Hmong women wield 

considerable influence in the spiritually critical realms of birth and death. Calling in 

the Soul will be of interest to sociocultural anthropologists, medical anthropologists, 

Southeast Asianists, and gender specialists.

patRiC ia v. syMonds  is visiting professor at Brown University. 

“A gold mine of information for American social scientists. It is a ‘must have.’” 

—Choice

“A sensitive . . .  ethnography with real social application. A commendable study.” 

—Journal of Contemporary Asia
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AsiAn studies
food studies
November
386 pp., 14 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$30.00 / £19.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99420-8
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80564-1

AsiAn studies
Gender studies
F ict ion
January
160 pp., 1 illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$25.00s / £15.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99423-9
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80566-5

Swallowing Clouds
A Playful Journey through Chinese Culture, Language, and Cuisine

a. Zee

With a new afterword by Linda Rui Feng

“In this lyrical work, theoretical physicist Zee steps outside his specialty to write about 

his true loves—Chinese cooking, language, and culture. Zee’s format is elegant: he 

takes a common food on the menu of any Chinese American restaurant, explicates 

the Chinese characters designating the food, and relates charming anecdotes and 

history associated with the food.”—Kirkus Reviews

“Charming. . .  . A study of the very nature of Chinese culture. Zee has a quirky, 

personal style that draws the reader in.”—anne tyleR, Washington Post Book World

“The most delightful food book of the year . . .  a happy blending of instruction 

and amusement in the language, culture, and cuisine of China.”—Minneapolis Star-

Tribune

“Interesting and unique. . .  . Family anecdotes, folklore, and good sketches help the 

author present a new understanding and meaning behind this rich and complex 

cuisine.”—Christian Science Monitor

“A truly delightful literary compendium of wit, wisdom, and how-to.”—Newsday

a. zee  is professor of theoretical physics at the University of California, Santa Barbara, 

and the author of Fearful Symmetry: The Search for Beauty in Modern Physics and An 

Old Man’s Toy: Gravity at Work and Play in Einstein’s Universe.

Market Street
A Chinese Woman in Harbin

XIao hong

Translated and with a new preface by Howard Goldblatt

“This simple little book has the irresistible appeal of all narratives of survival, and it 

is also an interesting account of the times, which included the Japanese occupation 

of China in 1931. Later Xiao Hong became an anti-Japanese writer of considerable 

celebrity . . .  [until] her death at age thirty.”—Booklist

“Intensely personal, lyrical, evocative, these poignant sketches detail with urgent 

beauty two years in the life of a young writer who confronts, first, the misery of hunger 

and cold, and later, the fear of seizure by the occupation police.”—Los Angeles Times

“Market Street, this hole in the wall in a Manchurian city, is a state of mind. . .  . Even 

in translation [Xiao Hong’s] voice is that of a true original.”—Far Eastern Economic 

Review

“In its specificity, Market Street offers an ultimately universal lesson about freedom 

and oppression.”—Boston Globe

xiao hong  (1911–1942) is best known for her two short novels, Field of Life and Death 

and Tales of Hulan River. howaRd goldBlatt  has translated numerous works of 

contemporary Chinese fiction, most notably the novels of Nobel Prize winner Mo Yan.
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AmericAn History
Polit icAl studies
culturAl studies
December
264 pp., 18 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99411-6
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80557-3

Robert Cantwell 
and the Literary 
Left
$40.00s hb
978-0-295-99362-1

Seattle in Black 
and White
$24.95 pb
978-0-295-99084-2

From burning draft cards to staging nude protests, much left-wing political activism 

in 1960s America was distinguished by deliberate outrageousness. This theatrical 

activism, aimed at the mass media and practiced by Abbie Hoffman and the Yippies, 

the Black Panthers, and the Gay Activists Alliance, among others, is often dismissed 

as naive and out of touch, or criticized for tactics condemned as silly and off-putting 

to the general public.

In Radical Theatrics, however, Craig Peariso argues that these over-the-top antics 

were far more than just the spontaneous actions of a self-indulgent radical impulse. 

Instead, he shows, they were well-considered aesthetic and political responses to a 

jaded cultural climate in which an unreflective “tolerance” masked an unwillingness 

to engage with challenging ideas. Through innovative analysis that links political 

protest to the art of contemporaries such as Andy Warhol, Peariso reveals how the 

“put-on”—the signature activist performance of the radical left—ended up becoming 

a valuable American political practice, one that continues to influence contemporary 

radicals such as Occupy Wall Street and the Anonymous hacking group.

CRaig peaRiso  is assistant professor of art history at Boise State University.

“Admirably lucid . . .  a significant challenge to much scholarship on this crucial 

decade.”—t. v. Reed, author of The Art of Protest: Culture and Activism from the Civil 

Rights Movement to the Streets of Seattle

“An important piece of intellectual history, art history synthesis, or reinterpretation 

of aspects of 1960s politicized performance. Peariso’s argument is fresh and origi-

nal.”—BRadfoRd MaRtin, author of Theater Is in the Street: Politics and Performance 

in Sixties America

craIg J. PearIsoRadical Theatrics
Put-Ons, Politics, and the Sixties

Also of Interest
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Jewish studies
L iterary studies
Samuel and Althea Stroum Lectures in Jewish 
Studies
216 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$50.00s / £33.00 HC
IsBN 978-0-295-99413-0
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80559-7

Agnon’s 
Moonstruck 
Lovers
$30.00s pb
978-0-295-99303-4

Writing in 
Tongues
$30.00s pb
978-0-295-99297-6

davId b. ruderManA Best-Selling Hebrew  
Book of the Modern Era
The Book of the Covenant of Pinh. as Hurwitz and Its Remarkable Legacy

In 1797, in what is now the Czech Republic, Pinh. as Hurwitz published one of the best-

selling Hebrew books of the modern era. Nominally an extended commentary on a 

sixteenth-century kabbalist text, The Book of the Covenant was in fact a compendium 

of scientific knowledge and a manual of moral behavior. Its popularity stemmed from 

its ability to present the scientific advances and moral cosmopolitanism of its day in 

the context of Jewish legal and mystical tradition. Describing the latest developments 

in science and philosophy in the sacred language of Hebrew, Hurwitz argued that an 

intellectual understanding of the cosmos was not at odds with but actually key to 

achieving spiritual attainment.

In A Best-Selling Hebrew Book of the Modern Era, David B. Ruderman offers a literary 

and intellectual history of Hurwitz’s book and its legacy. Hurwitz not only wrote the 

book, but was instrumental in selling it as well and his success ultimately led to the 

publication of more than forty editions in Hebrew, Ladino, and Yiddish. Ruderman 

provides a multidimensional picture of the book and the intellectual tradition it helped 

to inaugurate. Complicating accounts that consider modern Jewish thought to be 

the product of a radical break from a religious, mystical past, Ruderman shows how, 

instead, a complex continuity shaped Jewish society’s confrontation with modernity.

david B . RudeRMan  is Joseph Meyerhoff Professor of modern Jewish history at the 

University of Pennsylvania.

“A gripping read. . .  . The book succeeds in making clear how important this largely 

forgotten late eighteenth-century book has been in modern Jewish cultural his-

tory.”—david MyeRs, University of California, Los Angeles

“Of great interest—makes an important contribution to the understanding of Judaism 

in the modern period.”—Jonatan MeiR, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

Also of Interest
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AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 3
December
296 pp., 29 illus., 8.5 x 11 in.
$60.00x / £39.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99445-1
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80573-3

AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 2
December
368 pp., 11 illus., 8.5 x 11 in.
$50.00x / £33.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99443-7
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80572-6

AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 1
December
256 pp., 15 illus., 8.5 x 11 in.
$50.00x / £33.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99442-0
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80571-9

A New Version 
of the Gandhārı̄  
Dharmapada and  
a Collection of 
Previous-Birth Stories
British Library Kharos.t.h   

Fragments 16 + 25

tIMothy lenZ

With Andrew Glass  
and Bhikshu Dharmamitra

Describes an anthology of verses and 

stories concerning previous births of 

the Buddha and of some of his disciples.

“[As did] its predecessors, this book 

has . . .  advanced our knowledge of 

Gandhārı̄ .”—Journal of the American 

Oriental Society

tiMothy lenz is acting assistant profes-

sor  in the department of Asian languages 

and literature at the University of Wash-

ington and a member of the Early Bud-

dhist Manuscripts Project.

Three Gandhārı̄  
Ekottarikāgama- 
Type Sūtras
British Library Kharos.t.h   

Fragments 12 and 14

MarK allon

With Andrew Glass

Describes the condition of the scroll and 

its reconstruction, examines in detail the 

literary and textual background of the 

sutras, and presents a transcription of 

the extant text and an English transla-

tion.

MaRk allon  is a senior research associ-

ate with the Early Buddhist Manuscripts 

Project. He is the author of Style and 

Function: A Study of the Dominant Stylis-

tic Features of the Prose Portions of Pali 

Canonical Texts and Their Mnemonic 

Function.

A Gandhārı̄  Version of 
the Rhinoceros Sūtra
British Library Kharos.t.h  Fragment 5b

rIchard saloMon

With Andrew Glass

Examines in detail the complete text of 

the Rhinoceros Sūtra found in the British 

Library’s Kharos.t.hı ̄  scrolls.

RiChaRd saloMon is professor of Sanskrit 

in the department of Asian languages 

and literature at the University of Wash-

ington and director of the University of 

Washington Early Buddhist Manuscripts 

Project. He is the author of Ancient Bud-

dhist Scrolls from Gāndharā.

“The Gandhārı̄  canon may prove to 

be a crucial link in understanding the 

way Buddhism moved northward along 

the Silk Road, into Central and East 

Asia.”—Chronicle of Higher Education

New iN paperback
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Gandhārān Avadanas
British Library Kharos.t.h  Fragments 

1–3 and 21 and Supplementary 

Fragments A–c

tIMothy lenZ

Gandhārān Avadanas features editions 

and studies of five fragmentary scrolls 

containing collections of avadanas, or 

edifying stories.

tiMothy lenz is acting assistant profes-

sor  in the department of Asian languages 

and literature at the University of Wash-

ington and a member of the Early Bud-

dhist Manuscripts Project.

“These schematic stories are fascinat-

ing puzzles, rough drafts for Buddhist 

literature to come, and Lenz is an excel-

lent guide for making sense of them.” 

—Religious Studies Review

Two Gandhārı̄  
Manuscripts of 
the “Songs of 
Lake Anavatapta”  
(Anavatapta-gatha)
British Library Kharos.t.h  

Fragment 1 and Senior Scroll 14

rIchard saloMon

With Andrew Glass

This volume presents two fragmentary 

manuscripts of a poem previously known 

from versions in Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan, 

and Chinese.

RiChaRd saloMon is professor of Sanskrit 

in the department of Asian languages 

and literature at the University of Wash-

ington. He is the author of Ancient Bud-

dhist Scrolls from Gandhārā.

“Whoever wants to learn how to handle 

really difficult fragmentary Buddhist or 

other texts with outstanding success 

should first carefully study and absorb 

this book.”—Journal of the American Ori-

ental Society

Four Gandhārı̄  
Samyuktagama Sūtras
Senior Kharos.t.h  Fragment 5

andrew glass

With Mark Allon

The first investigation of a scroll from 

the Senior Collection of Kharos.t.hı ̄  man-

uscripts. Senior scroll number 5, one of 

the best preserved of all Kharos.t.hı ̄ manu-

scripts, contains four short sutras that 

give a first-hand account of meditation 

practice in Gandhara in the middle of the 

second century AD.

andRew glass is the lead researcher on 

the Gandhārı̄  Dictionary Project and a 

member of the Early Buddhist Manu-

scripts Project.

“Our thanks are due to Dr. Glass for 

this study of RS 5, and to Richard 

Salomon, Timothy Lenz, and all those 

others working in the field, for the great 

efforts they have made and are making 

to produce these editions and studies.” 

—Acta Orientalia

New iN paperback

AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 6
December
192 pp., 58 illus., 8 x 11 in.
$60.00x / £39.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99440-6
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80576-4

AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 5
December
496 pp., 22 illus., 8.5 x 11 in.
$60.00x / £39.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99441-3
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80575-7

AsiAn studies
Rel ig ious studies
Gandharan Buddhist Texts, volume 4
December
224 pp., 9 illus., 8 x 11 in.
$50.00x / £33.00 PB
ISBN 978-0-295-99444-4
EB ISBN 978-0-295-80574-0
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Legal Reform in Taiwan under  
Japanese Colonial Rule, 1895–1945
The Reception of Western Law

tay-sheng wang

This comprehensive study documents how Western traditions influenced the forma-

tion of Taiwan’s modern legal structure through the conduit of Japanese colonial rule 

and demonstrates the extent to which legal concepts diverted from the Chinese legal 

tradition and moved toward Western law.

tay-sheng wang  is professor of law at National Taiwan University.

The Limits of the Rule of Law in China
edIted by Karen g. turner, JaMes v. FeInerMan,  
and r. Kent guy

Twelve authors working in different academic disciplines examine questions that 

have troubled Chinese and Western scholars of jurisprudence since classical times. 

Using data from the early ninetheenth century through the contemporary period, they 

analyze how tension between formal laws and discretionary judgments is discussed 

and manifested in the Chinese context.

kaRen tuRneR  is professor of history at Holy Cross College. JaMes v. feineRMan  is James 

M. Morita Professor of Asian Legal Studies at Georgetown University.  R. kent guy  is 

professor emeritus of history at the University of Washington. Other contributors are 

William P. Alford, Alison W. Conner, Jack L. Dull, Tahirah V. Lee, Jonathan K. Ocko, 

Pitman B. Potter, Claudia Ross, Lester Ross, Yuanyuan Shen, Joanna Waley-Cohen, 

and Margaret Y. K. Woo.

“A skillful, multidisciplinary collection by China specialists, this volume treats fazhi 

(the rule of law) as it relates conceptually and practically to historical and contem-

porary China.”—Choice

New iN paperback

AsiAn studies
Asian Law Series
December
392 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$40.00s / £25.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99447-5
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80388-3

AsiAn studies
PoliticAl science
Asian Law Series
December
384 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$40.00s / £25.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99446-8
EB IsBN 978-0-259-80389-0
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Philosophers of 
Consciousness
Polanyi, Lonergan, Voegelin,  

Ricoeur, Girard, Kierkegaard

eugene webb

Philosophers of Consciousness is both an 

expository study of the thought of the 

six figures it focuses on and an original 

exploration of the themes they address. 

In addition, as Eugene Webb states, 

“it does not hesitate to probe the more 

problematic areas of the thought of each 

thinker and to suggest what to some of 

their advocates will probably seem rather 

bold and controversial interpretations of 

their ideas.”

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

The Plays of  
Samuel Beckett
eugene webb

In The Plays of Samuel Beckett Eugene 

Webb summarizes the western philo-

sophical tradition which has culminated 

in the void—the centuries of attempts to 

impose form and meaning on existence, 

the failure of which has left experience 

in fragments and man a stranger in an 

unintelligible universe.

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

“Sensitive, well-ordered, and fascinat-

ing study of Beckett’s plays. . .  . Webb’s 

ability to evaluate, to synthesize, and 

to probe Beckett’s thought in the light 

of universal and eternal philosophies 

makes his volumes essential for librar-

ies and for those haunted by Beckett’s 

work.”—Library Journal

Samuel Beckett
A Study of His Novels

eugene webb

Collectively the works of Samuel Beckett, 

winner of the 1969 Nobel Prize for Litera-

ture, reveal a remarkable continuity of 

theme. Together his writings present a 

particular view of life and each novel 

constitutes part of a larger whole.

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

“Professor Webb’s book is clear, sober, 

and informative. . .  . What distinguishes 

this book from much that has gone 

before is its unpretentiousness; hence 

it can be recommended to anyone who 

wants an introduction to Beckett’s nar-

rative prose.”—New Statesman

New iN paperback

L iterary Crit iC ism
December
192 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99434-5
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80529-0

L iterary Crit iC ism
December
160 pp., 5.5 x 8 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99435-2
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80528-3

L iterary Crit iC ism
December
344 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99437-6
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80527-6
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The Dark Dove
The Sacred and Secular  

in Modern Literature

eugene webb

In a subtle exposition of the tension 

between sacred and secular themes in 

twentieth-century literature, Eugene 

Webb analyzes works by Yeats, Mann, 

Rilke, Stevens, Beckett, Joyce, Nietzsche, 

Eliot, Auden, and Ibsen. He demon-

strates the connection between modern 

literature and religious tradition, and 

shows how conceptions of the sacred 

and its relation to the secular have been 

transformed in modern literary imagery.

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

Eric Voegelin
Philosopher of History

eugene webb

A search for an understanding of the 

order that can be found in history, and 

within the human being who is the sub-

ject of history, has resulted in a large and 

complicated body of work by this con-

temporary philosopher. Eugene Webb 

offers a full illumination and assessment 

of that work.

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

“Eugene Webb, whose fields are com-

parative literature and religion, has 

written an introduction to Voegelin’s 

work which attempts to sort out and 

define its perspective and to make the 

opus more accessible to a variety of read-

ers.”—Journal of Modern History

“Webb has written a fine expository 

book, with notes and glossary which 

will open Voegelin to general read-

ers.”—Library Journal

The Self Between
From Freud to the New  

Social Psychology of France

eugene webb

After the disappointing events of the 

1960s, including the loss of Algeria, the 

Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and 

the American war in the former French 

colony of Indo-China, people in France 

began to look seriously to Freudianism 

in the transformed version of Jacques 

Lacan, for a new way of understand-

ing human relations and the relations 

between human beings and society.

eugene weBB  is professor emeritus in the 

Henry M. Jackson School of International 

Studies at the University of Washington.

“Of great interest to all those who study 

psychoanalysis and ponder its ongoing 

development.”—Choice

New iN paperback

L iterary Crit iC ism
December
280 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99439-0
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80525-2

PhilosoPhy
December
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99438-3
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80526-9

Psychology
December
272 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.99 PB
IsBN 978-0-295-99436-9
EB IsBN 978-0-295-80530-6
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Forbidden City
Imperial Treasures from the Palace Museum, Beijing

lI JIan

With He Li, Houmei Sung, and Ma Shengnan

Part of the first exchange agreement between China’s Palace Museum and an Ameri-

can museum, Forbidden City: Imperial Treasures from the Palace Museum, Beijing 

accompanies an exhibition of the same name at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 

in Richmond. More than 200 works of art drawn from the collection of the Palace 

Museum—court paintings, furniture, costumes, sculpture, decorative objects, arms, 

and armor—highlight the artistic accomplishments of the Ming (1368–1644) and Qing 

(1644–1911) dynasties, with a focus on the mid-Qing dynasty of the 18th century. 

In addition, the book features a number of works selected from VMFA’s collection. 

These magnificent artworks, all reproduced in full color, illustrate the splendor of 

the Forbidden City and offer an intimate look at its rituals, religion, and daily life. 

l i  J ian is E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Curator of East Asian art at the Virginia 

Museum of Fine Arts. he l i  is associate curator of Chinese art at the Asian Art Museum 

of San Francisco. houMei sung is curator of Asian art at the Cincinnati Museum of Art. 
Ma shengnan is associate researcher at the Palace Museum, Beijing. 

Ming
50 Years that Changed China

edIted by craIg clunas and JessIca harrIson-hall

Ask anyone what single object they associate with China and the most common 

answer will be a Ming vase. Probably without even knowing the dates of the Ming 

dynasty (1368–1644), people are aware of the fragility of its porcelain, its rarity and 

value. But porcelain is just one part of the story of one of the most glorious époques 

of China’s past. By focusing on the significant years of the early Ming dynasty and 

through the themes of court people and their lives, extraordinary developments in 

culture, the military, religion, diplomacy and trade, this magnificent book brings the 

wider history of this fascinating period to colorful life.

This was an age of great voyages of exploration, undertaken for many reasons includ-

ing trade and diplomacy. Long before the regular arrivals of Europeans in China, 

court-sponsored expeditions were sent to Asia, the Middle East, and the African coast, 

bringing back knowledge of and objects from lands thousands of miles away—gold, 

gems and foreign fashions. This period also saw the compilation of the world’s first 

comprehensive encyclopedia (worked on by over 2,000 scholars); the undertaking 

of major building projects such as the Forbidden City and Ming tombs; the creation 

of beautiful textiles, paintings, ceramics, gold, jewelry, furniture, jade, and lacquer.

CRaig Clunas  is professor of art history at the University of Oxford. JessiCa haRRison-
hall  is curator of Chinese ceramics at the British Museum.

AsiAn Art
Distributed for Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
OctOber
250 pp., 190 color illus., 12 x 9 in.
$55.00 / £36.00 HC
ISBN 978-1-934351-07-9

AsiAn Art
Published with British Museum Press
OctOber
U.S. rights only
304 pp., 250 color illus, 11 x 9.5 in.
$60.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-295-99450-5
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Painting Traditions of the  
Drigung Kagyu School
davId P. JacKson

With Christian Luczanits and Kristen Muldowney

Though the Drigung Kagyu was one of the most prominent and powerful schools of 

Tibetan Buddhism during its early period (12th–14th century), its art is still relatively 

poorly known, even among Tibetans. With its mother monastery destroyed twice, once 

in the late 13th century and again during the Great Cultural Revolution, much of the art 

was lost or dispersed. The iconography of the Drigung School is examined with regard 

to its three main periods—early, middle, and late—in combination with the distinc-

tive influences of the Sharri, Khyenri, and Driri styles. The book aims to elucidate the 

painting traditions of the Drigung Kagyu School and investigate lineage depictions 

and methods of dating, while referring to previously overlooked Tibetan sources, 

both ancient and modern. The publication and related exhibition also explores the 

beneficial quality ascribed to the works of art and the elements they contain.

david p. JaCkson  is the author of Patron and Painter: Situ Panchen and the Revival of 

the Encampment Style; A History of Tibetan Painting; The Nepalese Legacy in Tibetan 

Painting; Mirror of the Buddha: Early Portraits from Tibet; and The Place of Provenance: 

Regional Styles in Tibetan Painting.

Roger Shimomura
An American Knockoff

anne goodyear and chrIs bruce

For four decades, Roger Shimomura’s paintings, prints, and theatre pieces have 

addressed sociopolitical issues of Asian America. He does this through a style that 

combines his childhood interest in comic books, American Pop Art, and traditions of 

Japanese woodblock prints, thereby evoking his Japanese ancestry while locating him 

firmly within modern American artistic developments. Through this artistic device, 

he is able to bring together a wild mixture of compositions that offer up patterns of 

criticism within visually compelling works of sumptuous color and lighthearted Pop 

directness.

In his recent work, under the banner An American Knockoff (2009 to the present), 

Shimomura has taken on the long tradition of self-portraiture through the radical 

lens of cultural conflict. Two thematic directions—assimilation and resistance—are 

often fused together as the artist inserts himself as an aging Asian Everyman in vari-

ous guises and situations, both funny and poignant.

anne goodyeaR  is codirector of the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. ChRis BRuCe  is 

director of the Museum of Art at Washington State University.

AsiAn AmericAn Art
Distributed for Museum of Art, Washington 
State University
OctOber
64 pp., 20 color illus., 8 x 10 in.
$24.95 / £15.99 HC
ISBN 978-0-9755662-7-5

AsiAn Art
Distributed for Rubin Museum of Art, New York
OctOber
300 pp., 297 illus., 10 x 12 in.
$75.00 / £49.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-9845190-8-8
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Sinful Saints  
and Saintly Sinners  
at the Margins  
of the Americas
edIted by PatrIcK a. PolK

With Luís Américo Bonfim, Alicia Gaspar 
de Alba, Sabrina Gledhill, Jim Pieper, 
Katherine Smith, Stephen C. Wehmeyer, 
and Jeri Bernadette Williams

The margins of the Americas—borders 

that are at once physical and societal—

engender sacred figures who walk the 

fine line between sinfulness and sanctity. 

In worship and artistic representation 

alike, these entities reflect and impact 

the experiences of those who regularly 

struggle with harsh and frequently dan-

gerous realities.

The authors examine a series of divine 

beings from Mexico, Brazil, Guatemala, 

Argentina, and the United States. They 

find fascinating parallels between the 

lives and acts of these holy ones and 

those who have been formally sanc-

tioned by the Catholic Church, reveal-

ing the peculiar interrelationship of sin 

and sanctity. 

Art History 
LAtin AmericAn Art 
AmericAn Art
Distributed for Fowler Museum at UCLA
September
128 pp., 165 color illus., 8 x 10 in.
$25.00 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9847550-7-3

World Arts,  
Local Lives
The Collections of the  

Fowler Museum at UCLA

Marla c. berns

This lavishly illustrated volume, demon-

strating the scope and depth of the vast 

and remarkable global collections of the 

Fowler Museum at UCLA, has been pro-

duced as part of the ongoing celebration 

of the institution’s 50th anniversary year. 

It recalls many of the highlights of the 

Museum’s formation, focusing not only 

on collections development but also on a 

long history of programmatic innovation.

The book begins with an essay by the 

Museum’s director, Marla C. Berns, 

which sketches the Fowler’s history, and 

this is followed by a section reproduc-

ing in color and large format 250 stun-

ning works from the collection. Berns’s 

lengthy history of involvement with the 

Fowler—which began when she worked 

for the Museum as a graduate intern 

while pursuing her doctorate at UCLA—

and the innovative strategies she has 

introduced, have uniquely situated her 

to author this book.

Art History
Distributed for Fowler Museum at UCLA
September
384 pp., 324 color illus., 10.5 x 11 in.
$75.00 / £49.00 HC
ISBN 978-0-9847550-6-6

AmericAn Art
Distributed for Marquand Books
May
80 pp., 30 color illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$24.95 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-615-91262-2

American Encounters
Anglo-American Portraiture  

in an Era of Revolution

KevIn M. MurPhy

This book in the American Encounters 

series addresses artists’ conceptions of 

political and military authority through 

portraiture during and after North 

American and European revolutionary 

upheavals in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries. The works 

discussed demonstrate shifting ideals 

of leadership through examination of 

artistic style, from restrained Neoclas-

sicism to dynamic Romanticism, as 

well as the iconography of martial and 

civilian power. Contributions also delve 

into issues of colonial, post-colonial, 

and post-revolutionary identity, inves-

tigating the ability of artists to navigate 

oscillating national, social, and cultural 

boundaries.

kevin M. MuRphy  is curator of American 

art at the Crystal Bridges Museum of 

American Art.
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The Arlene and Harold Schnitzer 
Collection and Legacy

In Passionate Pursuit

Blue Sky
The Oregon Center for the 
Photographic Arts

Tradition and 
Transformation
Chicana/o Art from the 1970s  

through the 1990s

shIFra goldMan

Edited by Charlene Villaseñor Black 
Preface by Chon A. Noriega

Pioneering art historian Shifra Gold-

man brought the study of Chicana/o and 

contemporary Latin American art to the 

notice of art history. She was determined 

to correct the stereotypes that had dis-

torted the critical reception of Chicana/o 

and Latina/o art since the 1950s. This col-

lection of essays, edited and introduced 

by Charlene Villaseñor Black, not only 

represents her groundbreaking scholar-

ship but also reflects her political activ-

ism. Many of the illustrations have not 

been widely reproduced, adding to the 

importance of this collection.

The late sh ifRa  MeyeRowitz  goldMan 

is the author of Contemporary Mexican 

Painting in a Time of Change and Dimen-

sions of the Americas: Art and Social 

Change in Latin America and the United 

States. ChaRlene  v i l laseñoR  BlaCk  is 

associate professor of art history at UCLA. 

Art History
CHiCAno studies
AmeriCAn etHniC studies
Distributed for UCLA Chicano Studies Research 
Center Press
January
160 pp., 32 color illus., 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £12.99 PB
ISBN 978-089551-155-3

In Passionate Pursuit
The Arlene and Harold Schnitzer 

Collection and Legacy

bruce guenther

In Passionate Pursuit: The Arlene and 

Harold Schnitzer Collection and Legacy 

is the first comprehensive publication to 

document the richly diverse collecting 

activity and profound impact of the cul-

tural patronage of Portland’s most distin-

guished post-war patrons of the arts and 

nationally-known art collectors, Arlene 

and the late Harold Schnitzer. 

Including painting and sculpture by 

Northwest masters, international glass 

works, Native American works, and Eng-

lish and American silver, the book pres-

ents singular artworks that form the core 

of their collecting activity and explores 

the impact of this deeply philanthropic 

couple’s activities as collectors, donors, 

and role models for successive genera-

tions in the arts. The curators of the Port-

land Art Museum address the quality and 

impact of the Schnitzer’s collection on 

the Northwest arts community and the 

museum.

Contemporary art
SCulpture
Distributed for Portland Art Museum, Oregon
January
200 pp., 150 color illus., 10 x 12 in.
$49.95 / £33.00 HC
ISBN 978-1-883124-38-0

Blue Sky
The Oregon Center for  

Photographic Arts

JulIa dolan

Blue Sky: The Oregon Center for the Pho-

tographic Arts is the first comprehensive 

publication to document and situate 

Portland’s nonprofit Blue Sky Gallery 

within the national photography scene, 

charting its four-decade history from 

upstart artists’ collective to mature non-

profit photographic space. 

Founded in 1975, before photography was 

embraced widely as a meaningful fine art 

form, Blue Sky’s founders endeavored to 

bring the most dynamic contemporary 

photographers working in the United 

States, and eventually throughout the 

world, to the Northwest. The Center’s 

early support of now-renowned pho-

tographers, including Nan Goldin, John 

Divola, Mark Klett, Robert Frank, and 

Larry Sultan, established Blue Sky as 

a preeminent West-Coast venue. The 

gallery remains a vital location where 

emerging photographers engaging 

with twenty-first century technologies 

continue to find their voices and eager 

audiences.

PhotograPhy
Distributed for Portland Art Museum, Oregon
January
200 pp., 150 color illus., 9.5 x 10 in.
$39.95 / £25.99 HC
ISBN 978-1-883124-37-3
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Fred Graham— 
Creator of Forms
Te Tohunga Auaha

MarIa de Jong and Fred grahaM

Photographs by Geoff Dale

This comprehensive survey of the art of 

Fred Graham details the artist’s life from 

his childhood in the Waikato to his career 

as a sculptor. Fred Graham began as an 

art teacher, and since 1984, he has been 

a full-time sculptor, producing a wealth 

of work and having sell-out exhibitions. 

His work is displayed in public spaces 

in New Zealand and several Pacific Rim 

countries including the United States, 

Canada, and Korea. 

This book is richly illustrated with photo-

graphs of the artworks by award-winning 

photographer Geoff Dale, and it includes 

essays by Jonathan Mane-Wheoki, Rob-

ert Jahnke, and Jill Smith that discuss 

Fred Graham’s work in the context of 

New Zealand art.

MaRia de Jong  is a writer and biographer. 

Maori  art
New ZealaNd art
CoNteMporary art
Distributed for Huia Publishers, New Zealand
August
200 pp., 120 color illus., 8 x 10 in.
U.S. rights only
$60.00 PB
ISBN 978-1-77550-134-3

Garden of the East
Photography in Indonesia 1850s–1940s

gael newton

With essays by Susie Protschky, Alexander 
Supartono, Matt Cox, Vigen Galstyan, Anne 
Maxwell, Anneke Groeneveld, Annabelle 
Lacour, and Anne O’Hehir

Garden of the East opens the door to a 

time of change in Indonesia in the cen-

tury before independence from Dutch 

colonial interests. It takes the journey 

from the beginnings of photography 

in the region in the 1850s, which were 

driven by colonial interests, to the rise 

of the self-made Indonesian man and 

the upheaval before liberation in 1945, 

painting a portrait of the former Dutch 

East Indies and its eventual end.

The portrait is one of immense beauty 

and mixed sentiment, showing the splen-

dour of the county’s islands and people, 

its landscapes and rich ancient histories, 

burgeoning tourism and industry, and 

the changing relationships between the 

indigenous peoples and the colonial 

machine.

PhotograPhy
asian studies
Distributed for National Gallery of Australia
OctOber
176 pp., color illus., 9 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$29.95 HC
ISBN 978-0-642-33445-9

Peter and the Wolf
danIla vassIlIeFF

Peter and the Wolf is a Russian folk tale 

that has entranced children and adults 

for generations. Sixteen of Danila Vas-

silieff’s illustrations for the story are fea-

tured in this delightful publication by the 

National Gallery of Australia. 

The original works are part of two sepa-

rate series painted by Vassilieff in late 

1948 in his home at Warrandyte, near 

Melbourne, Australia. They are painted 

in water-based paint on butchers’ paper 

and because of their extreme fragility 

will rarely be on public display. By pub-

lishing this book the National Gallery of 

Australia brings to a wider audience this 

charming aspect of Vassilieff’s work and 

the joy of the story of Peter and the Wolf.

AustrAliAn Art
OceAnic Art
children
Distributed for National Gallery of Australia
OctOber
40 pp., 16 color illus., 9 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$24.95 HC
ISBN 978-0-642-33440-4
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Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
OctOber
410 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$25.00 / £15.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-5-0

Habitation
Collected Poems

saM haMIll

Habitation collects the best poetry from 

a career spanning more than forty years 

by the distinguished Northwest poet- 

editor-translator, Sam Hamill. Drawn 

from fifteen volumes of celebrated 

poetry, whether in brief haiku-like poems 

or long-ranging narratives, Habitation 

presents a lyrical voice that is unique in 

American poetry today. Jim Harrison has 

declared, “Hamill has reached the cate-

gory of a National Treasure,” and Hayden 

Carruth has written, “[His] poetry is no 

less than essential.”

saM haMill  cofounded, with Bill O’Daly 

and Tree Swenson, Copper Canyon Press. 

Hamill was editor-printer there from 1972 

until 2004. Hamill has been awarded fel-

lowships from the National Endowment 

for the Arts, the Guggenheim Founda-

tion, the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, 

and the Mellon Fund, and has won the 

Stanley Lindberg Lifetime Achievement 

Award for Editing and the Washington 

Poets Association Lifetime Achievement 

Award. He lives in Anacortes, Washing-

ton.

Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
May
104 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-3-6

Folly
Poems

davId a Xelrod

David Axelrod’s new collection of poems, 

Folly, is perhaps his most personal, vivid 

and honest work to date. Taking Des-

derius Erasmus as his noble guide, Axel-

rod follows the road of folly, error, and 

ignorance that constitute our common 

life. Along the way we meet Dostoyevsky 

while Nordic skiing, get a haircut, watch 

a divorced woman and her daughter fly 

kites, hold a crippled bird in our hands, 

consider the virtue of shovels and the 

perversity of old chainsaws, cross a river 

with Basho, and blow up an oven heat-

ing bagels. Striking notes of real praise 

alongside bewilderment, this new col-

lection from the author of What Next Old 

Knife?, reminds us over and over of our 

privilege and reverence for this existence 

and our “dumb luck.”

david axelRod  has published seven col-

lections of poems and a collection of non-

fiction, Troubled Intimacies. He teaches 

at Eastern Oregon University, where he 

directs the Ars Poetica Lecture Series 

and edits—along with Jodi Varon—the 

award-winning basalt: a journal of fine 

and literary arts.

Evolution of  
the Genus Iris
Poems

robert MIchael Pyle

“Robert Michael Pyle’s poems respond 

to details, events, and emanations from 

the real, physical world and its species: 

humans and all the rest. . . . Robert 

Michael Pyle’s voice is an essential ele-

ment in the culture of our literary and 

scientific community. His deep knowl-

edge of the ecology of the earth and the 

life patterns of a wide variety of living 

forms, his careful attention to detail, his 

passion and energy and commitment to 

humanity that appear in his past work 

are present in abundance throughout the 

poetry in Evolution of the Genus Iris. We 

are fortunate readers indeed to have this 

new book and its poems abroad in the 

world.”—pattiann RogeRs

RoBeRt  M iChael  pyle  is the author of 

eighteen books, including Wintergreen 

and The Tangled Bank. Evolution of the 

Genus Iris is his first full-length book of 

poems.

Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
May
88 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$18.00 / £11.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-4-3
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Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
May
76 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$18.00 / £11.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-0-5

Detroit as Barn
Poems

crystal wIllIaMs

“In Detroit as Barn, Crystal Williams 

distills the breathing presences and 

absences in her native city, its industrial 

decay and human resilience, its shouts 

of despair and whispers birthing love. 

Her poetry teaches us the words to the 

beauty that the world passes over, dis-

covers the soul in what has been lost or 

cast aside. This book gives me hope for 

America and for American poetry—and 

hope too for the spirit of Detroit that lives 

within us all.”—david MuRa

CRystal will iaMs  is the author of Trou-

bled Tongues, winner of the 2009 Naomi 

Long Madgett Poetry Prize, finalist for the 

2009 Oregon Book Award, and shortlisted 

for the 2008 Idaho Prize. She is also the 

author of Lunatic and Kin. She currently 

serves as associate vice president and 

chief diversity officer at Bates College, 

where she is also professor of English.

Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
May
84 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-1-2

Balefire
Poems

shann ray

“Shann Ray brings to American poetry a 

voice that is at once rugged and unapolo-

getically vulnerable. In these poems, Ray 

writes with the same incisive eye that has 

won him so much praise for his fiction, 

but with an even sharper ear. Like any 

decent bluesman, Shann knows when 

to wail, when to whisper, and when to 

let the silences do their own damn work. 

Here, folks, is an able and true ‘vessel for 

the song of this world.’”—John MuRillo, 

author of Up Jump the Boogie

shann  Ray  is the author of American 

Masculine, named by Esquire for their 

“Three Books Every Man Should Read” 

series, selected by Kirkus Reviews as a 

Best Book, and won the Bakeless Prize, 

the High Plains Book Award, and the 

American Book Award. He lives in Spo-

kane, Washington where he teaches 

leadership and forgiveness studies at 

Gonzaga University.

Poetry
Distributed for Lost Horse Press
May
80 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-9911465-2-9

The Gold Shop  
of Ba-‘Ali
Poems

yayha FrederIcKson

“The Gold Shop of Ba-‘Ali delivers us into 

an Arab world stripped of exoticism, a 

world made palpable by mundane real-

ity, an ordinary world made luminous 

by the vision and speech of a genuinely 

gifted poet.”—saM haMill, Final Judge 

for the Idaho Prize for Poetry 2013

“Yahya Frederickson’s rich poems 

. . .  invite us to cross an invisible bridge. 

Here, in a land he is bound to through 

experience and marriage, a land of 

most ecstatic architecture, Yemen—

we find gracefully created, intricate 

room-on-room dimensions of human 

lives, legacies, and linkage. May poems 

like these be protection for the pre-

cious spaces and breaths of attentive 

exchange.”—naoMi shihaB nye

yahya fRedeRiCkson  teaches writing and 

literature at Minnesota State University 

Moorhead. His poetry has appeared in 

Black Warrior Review, Crab Orchard 

Review, CutBank, Hanging Loose, Prai-

rie Schooner, The Southern Review, and 

many other journals.
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Poetry
Distributed for Lynx House Press
September
80 pp., 6 x 8.5 in.
$16.95 / £10.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-89924-138-8

Open Twenty-Four Hours
Poems

suZanne luMMIs

“With candor, power, and poignancy, Suzanne Lummis illuminates the glorious 

absurdities of our lives, especially the pride and paranoia that arise from living in 

an urban landscape.  Nobody can ride a metaphor bareback better than this poet, 

and nobody delivers her work to the page with as much sass and wry humor.   If 

Los Angeles were to have its own poet laureate, my choice would be Suzanne Lum-

mis.”—david st. John

“If L.A. has anything like a poetry ‘community’ these days, I think it is in large 

part owing to the presence of Suzanne Lummis—one of L.A.’s major poetic voices, 

a highly influential teacher of the art of poetry; a keeper of the dark flame of L.A. 

noir.”—B. h. faiRChild

suzanne luMMis ’ s poetry can be found in the anthologies California Poetry from the 

Gold Rush to the Present, New California Writers 2012, Poems of the American West, 

Poems of Murder and Mayhem, and in Human and Inhuman Monstrous Verse. They 

have appeared in national magazines including Ploughshares, The Hudson Review, 

The Ohio Review, Hotel Amerika, The Antioch Review, and many others.

Poetry
Distributed for Lynx House Press
September
80 pp., 6 x 8.5 in.
$16.95 / £10.99 PB
ISBN 978-0-89924-137-1

Angels at Bus Stops
Poems

Jon veInberg

“Veinberg gives himself over to his subjects completely. His voice is at once replete 

with experiential detail and with imaginative and brilliant image making. Every 

Veinberg poem has a forceful rhythm, a syntax that sings just above the edge of the 

vernacular.  His cast of characters populate the poor side of town and he is their 

voice, their witness—a larger conscience for us all. Few poets have his grit, empathy, 

invention, and original vision.”—ChRistopheR BuCkley

“His poems have a strong sense of conflict and drama.  They try to tell the truth 

about ordinary people—they also grant those people their individuality and dig-

nity.”—edwaRd hiRsCh

Jon veinBeRg  was born in Germany shortly after his family fled Estonia. He has twice 

been the recipient of NEA grants in poetry, and his work has appeared in POETRY, 

Ploughshares, The Missouri Review, The Gettysburg Review, Black Warrior Review, 

Quarterly West, SENTENCE, and Miramar.
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Buddhism
Relig ious studies 
AsiAn studies
Distributed for Silkworm Books
OctOber
442 pp., 113 illus., 19 maps, 7 x 11 in.
North American rights only
$50.00s PB
IsBN 978-616-215-068-5

Going Down to the Sea
Chinese Sex Workers Abroad

Ko-lIn chIn

In this book, eighteen Chinese women tell how they came to sell sex in Hong Kong, 

Macau, Taipei, Bangkok, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Los Angeles, and New 

York. The women’s candid stories put a human face on issues of globalized commercial 

sex and provide a raw, inside view of the money-driven transnational sex industry. 

The author, an expert in the field of criminal justice, frames their personal accounts 

with contextual details and incisive commentary to provide a rich understanding of 

the realities and myths of prostitution and global sex trafficking.

While the interviews were gathered as part of an extensive research project for the 

author’s 2012 book, Selling Sex Overseas, the full accounts are published here for the 

first time. The women describe, in their own words, what motivated them to leave 

China to work in the sex trade abroad, how much they earn, what hardships they 

face, and what they hope for in the future.

ko-lin Chin  is professor at the School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University, Newark. 
Sexuality StudieS
Human RigHtS
aSian StudieS
Distributed for Silkworm Books
OctOber
186 pp., 2 maps, 6 x 8 in.
World rights except Southeast Asia
$25.00s / £15.99 PB
IsBN 978-616-215-077-7

The Buddhist Monastery
A Cross-Cultural Survey

edIted by PIerre PIchard and FranÇoIs lagIrarde

What is a Buddhist monastery? We might define it as a long-term residence of monas-

tics, whether monks or nuns, but even this basic definition fails to cover the whole 

Buddhist world. In all periods and regions, the architectural, social, and religious 

organization of Buddhist places of worship and monastic residence have varied 

considerably.

This collection is the result of an international research program conducted by the 

Bangkok branch of the École française d’Extrême-Orient between 1997 and 2003. 

The simple and straightforward title belies the uniqueness of the work, for this is the 

only comprehensive study presenting a clear geographical and historical overview of 

Buddhist monasteries throughout Asia, especially Southeast Asia, and particularly 

in Thailand.

pieRRe piChaRd, an architect with the École française d’Extrême-Orient for over thirty 

years, has participated in conservation projects in Thailand, Burma, India, Bhutan, 

Laos and Vietnam. fRançois lagiRaRde  is associate professor and researcher at the 

École française d’Extrême-Orient in Paris and long-time resident of Thailand and Laos.
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Native Art of the 
Northwest Coast
A History of Changing Ideas

edIted by charlotte townsend-
gault, JennIFer KraMer, and  
K
�
I-K

�
e-In

The Northwest Coast of North America 

has long been recognized as one of 

the world’s canonical art zones. This 

volume makes accessible for the first 

time a broad selection of the 250 years 

of writing on Northwest Coast art. The 

contributors provide perspectives on the 

diverse intellectual traditions that have 

influenced, stimulated, and clashed with 

each other. In unsettling the conventions 

that have shaped the idea of Northwest 

Coast Native art, this book joins the lively, 

often heated, debates about what consti-

tutes Native art and who should decide.

ChaRlotte  townsend-gault  is professor 

of art history and visual art at the Univer-

sity of British Columbia. JennifeR kRaMeR 

is curator of the Pacific Northwest at the 

Museum of Anthropology and associate 

professor of cultural anthropology at the 

University of British Columbia. k· i-k· e- in  is a 

Nuuchaanulth historian, poet, and creator 

of many things, with forty years’ experi-

ence as a speaker and ritualist.

Native americaN art
Distributed for UBC Press
September
1,120 pp., 82 illus., 19 color, 7 x 10 in.
U.S. rights only
$83.00s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2050-9

This Is Our Life
Haida Material Heritage and  

Changing Museum Practice

cara KrMPotIch and  
laura Peers, wIth the haIda 
rePatrIatIon coMMIttee and  
the staFF oF the PItt rIvers 
MuseuM and brItIsh MuseuM

In September 2009, twenty-one mem-

bers of the Haida Nation went to the Pitt 

Rivers Museum and the British Museum 

to work with several hundred heritage 

treasures. Featuring contributions from 

all the participants and a rich selection 

of illustrations, This Is Our Life details 

the remarkable story of the Haida Proj-

ect—from the planning to the encounter 

and through the years that followed. A 

fascinating look at the meaning behind 

objects, the value of repatriation, and the 

impact of historical trajectories like colo-

nialism, this is also a story of the under-

standing that grew between the Haida 

people and museum staff.

CaRa kRMpotiCh   is assistant professor 

of museum studies at the University of 

Toronto. lauRa peeRs  is curator at the Pitt 

Rivers Museum and a reader in material 

anthropology in the School of Anthro-

pology and Museum Ethnography at the 

University of Oxford.

AboriginAl StudieS
MuSeuM StudieS
Distributed for UBC Press
August
320 pp., 36 illus., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$37.95s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2541-2

Living Dead  
in the Pacific
Contested Sovereignty and Racism in 

Genetic Research on Taiwan Aborigines

MarK MunsterhJelM

Colonized since the 1600s, Taiwan is 

largely a nation of settlers, yet within 

its population of 23 million are 500,000 

Aboriginal people. In their quest to learn 

about disease and evolution, genetic 

researchers have eagerly studied this 

group over the past thirty years but have 

often disregarded the rights of their sub-

jects. Examining a troubling revival of 

racially configured genetic research and 

the questions of sovereignty it raises, 

Living Dead in the Pacific details a his-

tory of exploitation and resistance that 

represents a new area of conflict facing 

Aboriginal people both within Taiwan 

and around the world.

MaRk MunsteRhJelM   teaches  sociol-

ogy, anthropology, and criminology at 

the University of Windsor.

AboriginAl StudieS
HumAn rigHtS
Distributed for UBC Press
August
292 pp., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$34.95s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2660-0
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Game Changer
The Impact of 9/11 on  

North American Security

edIted by Jonathan PaquIn  
and PatrIcK JaMes

The events of 9/11 turned North American 

politics upside down. U.S. policy mak-

ers stopped thinking about how they 

could better integrate the economies of 

Mexico, Canada, and the United States 

and instead focused on security and sov-

ereignty. Although security experts tend 

to view the developments that followed 

within a bilateral framework, Game 

Changer broadens the canvas by ask-

ing—how has America’s desire to keep 

its two borders closed to threats but open 

to trade influenced Canada and Mexico? 

By adopting a truly North American, or 

trilateral, framework, this authoritative 

volume suggests new approaches to 

security in the post-9/11 world.

Jonathan paQuin is  associate professor 

of political science and director of the 

International Peace and Security Pro-

gram at Université Laval. patRiCk JaMes 
is Dornsife Dean’s Professor of Inter-

national Relations at the University of 

Southern California.

Polit ical Science
Security StudieS
Distributed for UBC Press
September
324 pp., 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$37.95s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2707-2

Mission Invisible
Race, Religion, and News  

at the Dawn of the 9/11 Era

ross PerIgoe and MahMoud eId

For many Canadians, the attacks of 9/11 

produced feelings of insecurity, vul-

nerability, and suspicion of “Arabs.” 

How did these negative attitudes come 

about? Many point to the complicity of 

the news media in reproducing racist 

images of Muslim minorities. Mission 

Invisible chronicles varying racialized 

constructions of Muslim communities 

in the news during the most significant 

stage of reportage: the initial weeks when 

the events, issues, and primary actors 

of 9/11 were all first framed by journal-

ists. By unravelling the discourse and 

rhetoric of news coverage in Canada at 

the dawn of the 9/11 era, this book not 

only uncovers racist representations of 

Muslim communities but also reveals the 

discursive processes that rendered this 

racism invisible.

Ross  peR igoe  was associate professor 

of journalism at Concordia University.  

MahMoud e id  is associate professor of 

communication at the University of 

Ottawa.

Media & CoMMuniCations
soCiology
Distributed for UBC Press
December
332 pp., 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$37.95s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2648-8

Welcome to 
Resisterville
American Dissidents  

in British Columbia

K athleen rodgers

Between 1965 and 1975, thousands of 

American migrants traded their estab-

lished lives for a new beginning in the 

West Kootenay region of British Colum-

bia. Some were non-violent resisters who 

opposed the war in Vietnam. But a larger 

group was inspired by the ideals of the 

1960s counterculture and, hoping to flee 

the restrictive demands of their parents’ 

world, they set out to build a peace-

ful, egalitarian society in the Canadian 

wilderness. Even today, their success 

is evident, as these impassioned ideals 

still define community life. Welcome to 

Resisterville is both a look at an untold 

chapter in U.S.–Canadian history and a 

compelling story of enduring idealism.

kathleen RodgeRs is  assistant professor 

of sociology at the University of Ottawa.

Sociology
HiStory
Distributed for UBC Press
December
200 pp., 15 illus, 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$32.95s PB
IsBN 978-0-7748-2734-8
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new paperbacks from UBc Press
Aluminum Ore
The Political Economy of  
the Global Bauxite Industry
edIted by robIn gendron,  
Mats Ingulstad, and esPen storlI
August
resource ManageMent
400 pp., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / ISBN 978-0-7748-2533-7

Assessing Treaty Performance in China
Trade and Human Rights
PItMan b. Potter
August
asIan studIes
308 pp., 6 tables, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2560-3

Building Sanctuary
The Movement to Support Vietnam War 
Resisters in Canada, 1965–73
JessIca squIres
August
canadIan hIstory
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2525-2

Canada’s Global Villagers
CUSO in Development, 1961–86
ruth coMPton brouwer
August
canadIan hIstory
336 pp., 21 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2604-4

Defending Battered Women on Trial
Lessons from the Transcripts
elIZabeth a. sheehy
April
woMen’s studIes
492 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2652-5

Diasporic Chineseness after the Rise of China
Communities and Cultural Production
edIted by JulIa Kuehn, K aM louIe,  
and davId M. PoMFret
August
asIan studIes
252 pp., 15 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$34.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2592-4

Feminist History in Canada
New Essays on Women, Gender, Work, and Nation
edIted by catherIne carstaIrs  
and nancy JanovIceK
August
FeMInIst studIes
290 pp., 11 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2620-4

First Nations of British Columbia
An Anthropological Overview
Third Edition
robert J. MucKle
October
anthropology
192 pp., 25 illus., 3 maps, 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$26.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2873-4

From Maps to Metaphors
The Pacific World of George Vancouver
edIted by robIn FIsher  
and hugh Johnston
March
western hIstory
362 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2815-4

Land Politics and Livelihoods on  
the Margins of Hanoi, 1920–2010
danIelle labbe
August
asIan studIes
228 pp., 8 illus., 9 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$29.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2668-6

A National Force
The Evolution of Canada’s Army, 1950–2000
Peter K asuraK
August
MIlItary hIstory
368 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2640-2

Negotiating a River
Canada, the US, and the Creation  
of the St. Lawrence Seaway
danIel MacFarlane
September
envIronMental hIstory
356 pp., 42 illus., 10 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2644-0

Northscapes
History, Technology, and the Making  
of Northern Environments
edIted by dolly Jorgensen  
and sverKer sorlIn
August
envIronMental hIstory
324 pp., 26 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2572-6

Pinay on the Prairies
Filipino Women and Transnational Identities
glenda tIbe bonIFacIo
August
328 pp., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2580-1

Polygamy’s Rights and Wrongs
Perspectives on Harm, Family, and Law
edIted by gIllIan calder  
and lorI g. beaMan
August
socIology
276 pp., 1 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2616-7

Secular States and Religious Diversity
edIted by bruce berMan, raJeev 
bhargava, and andre lalIberte
August
polItIcal scIence
348 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s
Isbn 978-0-7748-2513-9

Segmented Cities?
How Urban Contexts Shape Ethnic  
and Nationalist Politics
edIted by KrIstIn good, luc turgeon, 
and trIadaFIlos trIadaFIloPoulos
December
polItIcal scIence
328 pp., 3 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2584-9

Sex Work
Rethinking the Job, Respecting the Workers
colette Parent, chrIs brucKert, 
PatrIce corrIveau, MarIa nengeh 
Mensah, and louIse touPIn
Translated by Käthe Roth
August
sexualIty studIes
160 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$26.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2612-9

A Small Price to Pay
Consumer Culture on the Canadian  
Home Front, 1939–45
grahaM broad
August
canadIan hIstory
300 pp., 36 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2364-7

The Strategic Constitution
Understanding Canadian Power in the World
IrvIn studIn
December
InternatIonal relatIons
240 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2715-7

To Right Historical Wrongs
Race, Gender, and Sentencing in Canada
carMela Murdocca
August
law, socIology
280 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2498-9

Unlikely Diplomats
The Canadian Brigade in Germany, 1951–64
Isabel caMPbell
August
canadIan hIstory, dIploMatIc hIstory
268 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2564-1

Unthinkable Thoughts
Academic Freedom and the One-State  
Model for Israel and Palestine
susan druMMond
August
polItIcal scIence
348 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s / Isbn 978-0-7748-2209-1
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Territorial Pluralism
Managing Difference  

in Multinational States

edIted by K arlo basta,  
John Mcgarry, and  
rIchard sIMeon

Territorial pluralism is often viewed as a 

means for the peaceful, democratic, and 

just management of difference in states  

where cleavages happen along ethnic, 

national, linguistic, and cultural lines. 

But is territorial pluralism relevant in a 

world where the politics of identity pose 

ever greater challenges? 

This book examines dimensions of ter-

ritorial pluralism, which emerges as an 

important, though hardly perfect, means 

for successful management of compet-

ing political projects within plural states. 

The provocative themes raised by this 

volume will have significant resonance.

kaRlo  Basta  is assistant professor of 

political science at Memorial University 

of Newfoundland. John MCgaRRy  is Can-

ada Research Chair in Nationalism and 

Democracy in political studies at Queen’s 

University. RiChaRd siMeon  was professor 

emeritus at the University of Toronto and 

a fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.

Polit ical Science
Distributed for UBC Press
January
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$99.00x HC
ISBN 978-0-7748-2817-8

The Pragmatic Dragon
China’s Grand Strategy  

and Boundary Settlements

erIc hyer

China shares borders and asserts vast 

maritime claims with over a dozen 

countries, and it has had boundary dis-

putes with nearly all of them. Yet in the 

1960s, while China was embroiled in a 

growing confrontation with the Soviet 

Union, India, and the United States, Bei-

jing moved to peacefully settle ongoing 

boundary disputes with its neighbors. 

In this wide-ranging study of China’s 

boundary disputes and settlements, 

Eric Hyer finds its territorial negotiations 

were pragmatic and strategic, with China 

demonstrating willingness to compro-

mise. The Pragmatic Dragon analyzes 

each dispute and the strategy behind it, 

providing important insights into the for-

eign policy of a nation whose presence on 

the world stage continues to grow.

eRiC  hyeR is associate professor of politi-

cal science and coordinator for Asian 

studies at Brigham Young University. 

He was a visiting scholar at the Foreign 

Affairs College in Beijing, 1995-96.

AsiAn studies
Polit icAl science
Distributed for UBC Press
September
304 pp., 20 illus., 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$99.00x HC
ISBN 978-0-7748-2635-8

Crit iCal SeCurity StudieS
PeaCe and ConfliCt StudieS
Polit iCal SCienCe
Distributed for UBC Press
December
176 pp., 6 x 9 in.
U.S. rights only
$99.00x HC
ISBN 978-0-7748-2853-6

Disarming 
Intervention
A Critical History of Non-Lethality

seantel anaïs

Non-lethal weapons take many forms— 

electro-shock devices, rubber bullets, 

and long-range acoustic devices. For 

years, activists have questioned the use 

of these weapons both in the policing of 

domestic disturbances and the handling 

of international hostilities. But propo-

nents have argued that they are ethical, 

legal, and humane. Although questions 

have been raised about whether these 

weapons are, in fact, non-lethal, until 

now scholars have paid little attention 

to how the actual concept of “non-lethal-

ity” came to be socially acceptable. In 

Disarming Intervention, Seantel Anaïs 

unpacks these issues, tracing the social, 

historical, and legal legitimization of 

non-lethality in the United States.

seantel  anaïs  is assistant professor of 

sociology at the University of Winnipeg.
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More from UBc Press
Aboriginal Student Engagement  
and Achievement
Educational Practices and  
Cultural Sustainability
lorenZo cherubInI
November
aborIgInal studIes
280 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2655-6

Acquired Tastes
Why Families Eat the Way They Do
brenda l. beagan, gwen e. chaPMan, 
Josée Johnston, deborah McPhaIl,  
and helen vallIanatos
December
Food studIes
256 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2857-4

The Business of Culture
Cultural Entrepreneurs in China  
and Southeast Asia, 1900–65
edIted by chrIstoPher g. rea  
and nIcolaI volland
November
asIan studIes
352 pp., 35 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2780-5

Canadian Democracy  
from the Ground Up
Perceptions and Performance
edIted by elIsabeth gIdengIl  
and heather bastedo
August
polItIcal scIence
272 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2877-2

The Changing Nature  
of Eco/Feminism
Telling Stories from Clayoquot Sound
nIaMh Moore
November
envIronMental studIes
256 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2627-3

The Canadian Yearbook  
of International Law
Volume 51
edIted by John h. curry  
and rené Provost
February
InternatIonal law
672 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$199.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2877-2

Comparing Canada
Methods and Perspectives on Canadian Politics
edIted by luc turgeon, MartIn 
PaPIllon, JennIFer wallner, and 
stePhen whIte
November
polItIcal scIence
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2784-3

Co-operative Canada
Empowering Communities  
and Sustainable Businesses
edIted by brett FaIrbaIrn  
and nora russell
November
socIology
288 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2788-1

Demarginalizing Voices
Commitment, Emotion, and  
Action in Qualitative Research
edIted by JennIFer M. KIlt y, MarItZa 
FelIces-luna, and sheryl c. FabIan
November
research Methods
342 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2796-6

The First Green Wave
Pollution Probe and the Origins 
of Environmental Activism in Ontario
ryan o’connor
December
envIronMental hIstory
192 pp., 8 Illus., 6 x 9 In.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2808-6

French Canadians, Furs,  
and Indigenous Women in the  
Making of the Pacific Northwest
Jean barMan
September
aborIgInal studIes
428 pp., 50 illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2804-8

Immigration Canada
Evolving Realities and Emerging Challenges 
in a Postnational World
augIe Fleras
December
socIology
460 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2679-2

Mixed Race Amnesia
Resisting the Romanticization  
of Multiraciality
MInelle MahtanI
September
socIology
288 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2772-0

Our Chemical Selves
Gender, Toxics, and Environmental Health
edIted by dayna nadIne scott
December
envIronMental law
370 pp., 6 Illus., 6 x 9 In.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2833-8

The Proposal Economy
Citizenship in “Ontario’s Most Historic Town”
PaMela stern and Peter v. hall
January
socIology
240 pp., 19 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2821-5

Putting the State on Trial
The Policing of Protest  
during the G20 Summit
edIted by Margaret e. beare, nathalIe 
des rosIers, and abIgaIl c. deshMan
January
law
311 pp., 4 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2829-1

Religion and Sexuality
Diversity and the Limits of Tolerance
edIted by PaMela dIcKey young, 
heather shIPley, and tracy J. trothen
January
relIgIous studIes, sexualIty studIes
256 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2869-7

Resettling the Range
Animals, Ecologies, and Human 
Communities in British Columbia
John thIstle
December
envIronMental hIstory
192 pp., 18 illus., 3 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2837-6

Reviving Social Democracy
The Near Death and Surprising  
Rise of the Federal NDP
edIted by davId laycocK  
and lynda erIcKson
December
polItIcal scIence
304 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2849-9

Teaching Each Other
Nehinuw Concepts and Indigenous Pedagogies
lInda M. goulet and KeIth n. goulet
October
aborIgInal studIes
224 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$99.00x / Isbn 978-0-7748-2757-7
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new from the canadian Museum of History

Snow
bIanca gendreau

Snow has always influenced the way we 

live and our ability to adapt. This book 

presents a cultural history of this defini-

tive northern precipitation.

B ianCa  gendReau  is curator, post and 

communications at the Canadian 

Museum of History.
aPrIl
envIronMental studIes
112 pp., 64 illus., 6 x 6 in.
$9.95s pb / Isbn 978-0-660-20278-5

The Grand Hall
First Peoples of Canada’s Northwest Coast
leslIe h. tePPer

Explore the Aboriginal cultures of Can-

ada’s Pacific Coast through this richly 

illustrated book of the Museum’s Grand 

Hall. 
May
natIve aMerIcan studIes
106 pp., 55 illus., 6 x 6 in.
$9.95s pb / Isbn 978-0-660-20279-2

Transformations
A. Y. Jackson and Otto Dix
laura brandon

This book shows how Jackson and Dix’s 

wartime experiences resonate in their 

later landscapes.

l au R a  B R a n d o n  is the author of the 

award-winning biography Pegi by Her-

self: The Life of Pegi Nicol MacLeod.
May
canadIan art
120 pp., 50 illus., 6 x 6 in.
$9.95s pb / Isbn 978-0-660-20281-5

Witness
Canadian Art of the First World War
aMber lloydlangston and laura 
brandon

From the massive canvases to the tiniest 

of personal sketches, Witness: Canadian 

Art of the First World War examines how 

Canadians captured their First World War 

experiences in a variety of different ways.

aMBeR lloydlangston  is a historian at 

the Canadian War Museum.lauRa BRan-
don  is the author of the award-winning 

biography Pegi by Herself: The Life of Pegi 

Nicol MacLeod.
June
canadIan art
120 pp., 56 illus., 6 x 6 in.
$9.95s pb / Isbn 978-0-660-20282-2

new from aU Press

The Letters of  
Vincent van Gogh
A Critical Study

PatrIcK grant

Vincent van Gogh’s letters are frequently 

admired for their exceptional literary 

quality, but there is no extended critique 

of this aspect of his writing. Addressing 

key constellations of metaphors and 

ideas, The Letters of Vincent van Gogh 

shows the remarkable imaginative coher-

ence underlying the painter’s correspon-

dence and charts van Gogh’s evolving 

conception of himself as an artist.

patRiCk gRant  is  professor emeritus of 

English at the University of Victoria and 

is the author of Imperfection.
august
lIterary crItIcIsM
225 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$30.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-74-6

Fish Wars and  
Trout Travesties
Saving Southern Alberta’s Coldwater  
Streams in the 1920s
george colPItts
July
envIronMental studIes
150 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$26.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-71-5

Legal Literacy
An Introduction to Legal Studies
archIe ZarIsKI
August
legal studIes
220 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$21.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-44-9

Teaching Crowds
Learning and Social Media
Jon dron and terry anderson
August
educatIon
450 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$43.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-80-7

Transparent Lives
Surveillance in Canada
edIted by colIn J. bennett, KevIn d. 
haggert y, davId lyon,  
and valerIe M. steeves
August
polItIcal scIence
250 pp., 27 color illus., 8.5 x 9.25 in.
$43.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-77-7
avaIlable In French:
$43.95s / Isbn 978-1-927356-83-8
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inteRnational

Ca n a da

University of British Columbia Press 
c/o UTP Distribution
5201 Dufferin St.
Toronto, ON M3H 5T8
Canada
800-565-9523 tel
800-221-9985 fax
utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.edu

e u R o p e , M i d d l e  e a s t, a n d  a f R i Ca

MarkEtINg

Combined Academic Publishers Ltd
Windsor House
Cornwall Road
Harrogate
North Yorkshire HG1 2PW
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1423 526350
Email: orders@combinedacademic.co.uk 
Web: www.combinedacademic.co.uk

OrdErS aNd CUStOMEr SErvICE

Marston Book Services
160 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Abingdon
Oxon OX14 4SB
UK

If you have an account with Marston please call:
Trade Orders Phone: +44 (0) 1235 465521
Trade Orders Fax: +44 (0) 1235 465555
Or Email: trade.orders@marston.co.uk 

U.K. - England, Wales, and Scotland
Emma Hester
emmahester@combinedacademic.co.uk

Eire and Northern Ireland
Gabrielle Redmond
gabrielle.redmond@gmail.com

Belgium, Netherlands, France, Italy
David Pickering
davidpickering@mare-nostrum.co.uk

Greece
Charles Gibbes
charles.gibbes@wanadoo.fr

Spain and Portugal
Cristina de Lara
cristinadelara@mare-nostrum.co.uk

Central Europe: Germany, Austria, and 
Switzerland
Frauke Feldmann
fraukefeldmann@mare-nostrum.co.uk

Scandinavia: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, and Iceland
Ben Grieg
Ben.grieg@dial.pipex.com

Middle East
Bill Kennedy
bill.kennedy@btinternet.com
Claire de Gruchy
claire_degruchy@yahoo.co.uk

Eastern Europe and Africa
Tony Moggach
tony.moggach@moggach.demon.co.uk

Southern Africa
Chris Reinders
chris@theafricanmoonpress.co.za

a s i a , au s t R a l i a , a n d  n e w  z e a l a n d

East-West Export Books 
Royden Muranaka
808-956-6214 tel
royden@hawaii.edu

M e x i C o, C e n t R a l  a n d  s o u t h  a M e R i Ca , 
p u e Rto  R i C o , a n d  t h e  Ca R i B B e a n

US PubRep, Inc. 
Craig Falk
craigfalk@aya.yale.edu

oRdeRs

University of Washington Press 
c/o Hopkins Fulfillment Services 
PO Box 50370 
Baltimore, MD 21211-4370 
800-537-5487 or 410-516-6956 tel 
410-516-6998 fax 
hfscustserv@press.jhu.edu 

For information on returns,  
please see our website at  
www.washington.edu/uwpress

MaRketing and sales

University of Washington Press 
Marketing Department 
PO Box 50096 
Seattle, WA 98145-5096 
206-543-4050 tel 
206-543-3932 fax

For information on requesting exam, desk, 
and/or review copies, please see our website 
at www.washington.edu/uwpress 

united states

Washington State
George Carroll
425-922-1045 tel / 425-671-0362 fax
geocarroll@earthlink.net

ColuMBia univeRsity pRess sales ConsoRtiuM

New York City (including Long Island) 
Dominic Scarpelli
212-459-0600 ext. 7113 tel / 212-459-3678 fax
ds2476@columbia.edu

East Coast and South 
Catherine Hobbs
804-690-8529 tel / 434-589-3411 fax
catherinehobbs@earthlink.net

Midwest 
Kevin Kurtz
773-316-1116 tel / 773-489-2941 fax
kkurtz5@earthlink.net

West (except Washington State) 
William Gawronski
310-488-9059 tel
310-832-4717 fax
wgawronski@earthlink.net

Sales Representativescontact info
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